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Our Captains name was Cameron 
 the ship was named the Caribou  
Four-Mates and petty officers  
with thirty  six men of a Crew 
when the ship.s anchor's now  were up 
then a Great hawser  was made Fast 
 the Steam Tug Boat then Whistled  so 
we made the start  at last 
that  was on the third day of July 
Eighteen hundred and fifty nine,  
about Three Oclock in the afternoon  
the weather  was Calm and fine, 
now the passangers were Called up  
and full mustered on the Deck 
when the Rules were Read out to them 
which they  must pay Respect 
Each got his Bed and Blanket then 
also Knife Fork Spoon and tin-Ware 
to use while  on the passage out to be 
kept Clean and Used with Care 
we were Formed up in numbers then  
with Eight or ten to form  Each mess  
they had Each to Choose a Captain 
to Carry it out with full  Success  
now I was thereat then Chosen  
to look after  our own  mess Table 
and Serve out the Food and Water  
as well as I was able 
the Food and Water  was served out  
Each morning about Eight Oclock  
therefore I was always very Careful  
to be there to receive our Stock 
there were Four Hundred lmmegrants  
on Board this Fine new  Clipper Ship  
she was one of the Black Ball Liners  
and Expected to make a very fast Trip 
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Every one Seemed to be quite happy  
as the ship kept sailing along 
under the Towline  of the Steamer 
with many a merry  Song 
but when night Came and darkness  
then we all went  to our Beds 
but it proved to be uncertain  
which way to lay their Heads 
as the Bunks they  were Fitted  up 
on Both Sides of the Ship in two rows 
so you Could lay your head or Feet 
to Suit the way  that  the Ship Goes 
accordingly. next morning on Deck 
there  were many of them  Sea-Sick  
and several of yesterdays Singers  
was so very bad they  Could.nt Speak  
about midday  the Steam  Tug left  us  
and there  was now  a Gentle  Breze 
so we were now  left  to the  Caribou  
to Carry us across the Stormy Seas 
I here now Just mention how all 
the Passangers here were disposed so 
all Single Women in the after Part of Ship  
and there no others  allowed to  Go 
the married people and the  Children  
were placed in the middle  of the Ship  
so they  Could see any member.s of 
their Family daily on the  Trip 
the Single men were  all put  Forward  
Just under the Sailors sleeping Birth.s  
so that they  might  not  there  anoy any  
others through  their Jolly  mirth 
we had some Special Constables  appointed 
to keep order there by day or night 
also a Ship.s Volunteer  Firebrigade  
to assist In any Fires to Fight 
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nearly all of the Emegrants  were Irish  
from the South  of the County  Donegall 
many of them  could not read nor Write  
nor speak any English words  at all 
so for their care a Priest was there  
his name was Father Cook 
he was a very kind Gentleman  
and Great care of them  he Took  
on the first  Sunday  morning that  
we had been out now  at Sea 
we were all mustred up on the Deck  
and told  where  Service  would be 
so all the Protestants were  asked 
to Come  and hear the  Service  read  
at Eleven Oclock  on the Poop so  
our medical Superintendant Said 
as it had been aranged  so that 
the Catholics to bellow would pass  
as they  were  the  most  numerous  
and Father Cook  would Say Mass  
the first  Sunday  passed  in Peace 
but  a few  were  Sea Sick  Still 
altho the  most  were  going  about  
yet some  were  very Ill 
on Monday morning orders  Came  
for all our beds on deck to be 
well  aired and then  Compared 
to see they  were  of vermin Free 
we had to keep all uttenchals Clean  
and Sweep  the mess room  every  day  
also Scrape and Holistone our Floor  
Each Saturday all through the Way 
the Captains of Every mess had too  see  
Go on Watch in turns of Two at nights 
 from Eight oclock  until twelve so 
to see that  Everything was  right 
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during all the Voyage out here 
we were Seprate from my mother 
as she was in the single womens Place 
but we could Speak to Each other 
my Wife and me had but one Child 
then our little and only Son 
he was then near two years old 
and about the Deck could  run 
he was our daily care Just then  
 to watch that  he did not  Slip  
with his little pannican  full 
of milk on Deck of rolling  ship  
he seemed to know  how  to Go  
to keep himself  from  Falling 
as Sailors go on deck you know  
and without his mother  Calling  
now we were all Getting used to  
the ways of Life upon the  Sea 
so we often  passed the time away  
with Songs in mirth and Glee 
that was Generally in the daytime 
but we were sometimes dull at nights  
the reason was accounted for thus  
that we were allowed no Lights 
we were not allowed any Matches  
altho all were allowed to Smoke 
as there  was plenty  of good  Tobacco  
on Board they had a Great Stock 
the passangers got it very  Cheap  
about Two  Shillings  the Pound 
so they used it up Plentifully  
while the money could be Found  
during the first  week out  at Sea 
a Sad accident  a Sailor Befell 
he was out at the Bow  of the  Ship  
from the Martingale then he Fell 
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I remember well I was sitting then  
on the Top of Foxall head 
about six oclock that morning when 
he passed by me but no word  was Said 
I heard him cry as he fell down  
and quick the alarm then I Gave  
a Boat was lowered then quickly  
and tried the mans Life to Save  
the ship was hove to Imediately  
by backing of all the Sail 
but all their Efforts were useless 
now and proved  of no avail  
the Boats Crew  found his Cap  
but no sight  of him  was Seen  
the Boat returned to the ship  
after Searching  about  so Keen 
that afternoon his Clothes were  Sold 
among the members of the  crew 
as the Captain  Said the  man  was  dead  
that was the best thing to doo 
as the money  got  for  every  Lot  
would to his Friends be Paid 
when  the ship again returned home  
or if Called for  as he Said 
the rations were served  out  to us  
regularly every  day all the  way  
also one Gallon of fresh Water for  
Each man allowed to drink a day  
our rations they were plentyfull 
no one had reason to complain 
but of the  Water  we had to be Careful  
as no more Could  we then  obtain 
our mess got a Ten Gallon.s Butt  
every morning filled  to the Top  
but many a day by the  afternoon  
we had not left  a single  drop 
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the rations  were good and wholesome  
but the meat  was mostly  very Salt 
and the Bulley Soup with rice we Got  
were often  by all of us found  Fault 
also the preserved  potatoes Served  to us 
were like the ship Bakers Bread  
good food Just  fairly  wasted so  
most of the people always Said 
the Bakers Bread was  always Sour  
he always  said it was the  Yeast 
but he well  knew  and others  too  that 
they used as Beer on which to Feast  
we Got hot  Water  always at the  Galley  
to make all our Coffee and Tea 
and all our other  Vituals were  Cooked 
there for the Voyage  out  to us Free  
but as the Cook had been Engaged  
to Comply  with Certain Stated Rules  
any one who tried  to Impose on him  
Soon found that they were Fools 
I must say that we soon found out 
that the Cooks temper was  rather short  
therefore I tried  to keep Sweet with him  
and no Complaints to him report 
he always was very Good to me  
and obliged  me in Every Way 
if I wanted to Get a Cake Baked  or 
a pudden boiled he would do any  day  
after  being a few week  out at Sea 
the Fresh Water  got to taste very  Bad  
so we got some  Char  Coal to put  in it  
then plenty  of Lime Juice  we had  
our.health.s was all fairly  Good  Still  
until the Bay of Biscay  was  passed 
then Several were  Sent into  the  Hostpital  
the  Feaver had broke out at Last 
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the Doctor now  was very Careful  
about both the young and old 
in his daily round of visits  wished 
of any sickness Imediately to be Told  
on the fifth week of our passage out  
the First Death occur.d  on Board 
he was a fine young Scotchman 
and by all his ship mates  was adored  
his name was Allan Cameron 
a miner he was by profession 
he was coming  out to his Brothers  here  
who had Land here in Posession 
a Sister of his was also on Board  
for her it must been a Sad display  
to se his Body launched in the Sea  
at five Oclock afternoon that  day  
all Clothes belonging  to him then  
were ordered overboard to be Cast 
as the Doctor  Said it was the Fever  
his Death was the First and Last  
altho many other Cases of Sickness  
there were no other fatal Case 
all through on our passage out  
but Several Births took  place 
we had for Several day past got 
some heavy weather  with great Gales  
so the Sailors they  were constantly  
Kept up aloft among the Sails 
but after a few more days Sailing 
It now became Calm and Fine  
then we were all pleased to hear  
we soon would cross the Line 
we also heard that  King Neptune  
himself would come on Board 
as the Ship.s crew and the officers  
would Give him their accord 
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now every day it was  warmer  
as we came nearer to the line  
one morning  Early after  Sunrise  
the sight  was quite  Sublime 
the Captain show.d us his Telescope 
across which  we fixed  a hair Fine  
and told us all to mark it well 
as we now  could see the Line 
that very night  Neptune came on Board  
and there he shaved  all the young men  
tho Several were only on one Side clean 
 Shaved but they never know .d When  
now  the Weather  was  very pleasant 
but in the Daytime rather warm  
they put an awning up on the poop 
to protect the young  Girls  from  harm 
as we were in the Tropics  now  
the ship was almost  standing still  
there was not the Smallest Breath  
of Wind a Single Sail to Fill 
the Sea it.s Self then was very Calm  
only a Gentle ripple  here and there 
we now  first  saw  the  Great  Albitross 
about and other  Sea Birds  Everywhere  
as we were now quite  Be calmed 
and might  be so for many  days 
we all tried to amuse ourselves  
in all sorts of different ways 
the Captain and all the Officers  
at the Flying Bird took  shot 
but as they only had got Rifles 
It was only few Birds they got 
I had a shot gun myself down Below 
likewise a bag of small shot 
when I asked to get it up then 
it was very quickly now  got 
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they used up all my Small shot  
but they Paid me for it very well  
by Giving me many little Presents 
more numerous than I can here tell  
Some Washed out their Bed clothes  
and many other dirty  things 
then hang them up to dry on the 
Ship.s rigging  fastned  there by Strings  
so many had been Washing  up that 
the Clothes  made quite  a Great Display 
as some hung theirs  so very high  
that they  were blown away 
on the afternoon of the third day 
that we were crossing  oer the  Line  
there Sprang up a Gentle  Breese  
which filled the ship Sails Fine 
now the Ship was  Sailing  on again  
we all Seemed to be very Glad 
as we  were Getting used now  to 
think Life at Sea not  so very  Bad  
the Wind kept  on Increasing now  
until it Blew in heavy  gales 
and the Sea became  so very rough  too 
that we had to Shorten many  Sails  
this Storm  lasted  for  Several days  
the Ship she rolled so very  much  
that on Deck you could  not  Stand  
without Something at you.d Clutch  
while this  Storm  was now  raging  
we saw  many Flying  Fish at night 
some were found  on deck Each day 
the sea.s Foam was  Snowy White  
after  this Storm  was all quite  over  
one day the Mate  Mr. Berry told me  
if  I  wished  to Send a letter home 
he said Tomorrow the Mail Boat  we.l See 
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I therefore wrote a letter home then  
and Gave it to him to Send away 
so Sure Enough he told the Truth 
as we Saw the mail Boat pas next  day  
our ship was hove too to Windward  
then a Boat was quickly  lowered 
the mate with a chosen Boat crew 
took our mail Bag then on Board  
the mail Boat stopped her Engines  
when nearly opposite  to our Ship  
as the distance  was not far away  
the Boat made a very easy Trip 
they stay.d  there about half  an hour  
then returned back to our ship 
the Boat crew  all Seemed very happy 
and much Enjoyed their Trip 
now as we got a fair start  again  
altho I am willing  to confess 
that Some day.s  we had been Sailing 
did not make our Journey  Less  
as many the Sailors told  us 
that we  were again Sailing Back 
as the Wind was blowing against  us  
therefore were compelld  to Tack 
the ship kept steady  Sailing on 
both through the day and night 
we often  thought to see some Land  
but never once got the Sight 
I remember we were told that we 
would see the Island of St. Paul  
if was in daylight  we passed it  
as It was an Island only Small 
however I heard we were near to it  
so I went up on the Foxall head  
bout four  Oclock one morning 
I saw it while others lay in Bed 
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there was a little Incident  occured   
then about which  I wish here to Tell 
the Cook kept a Great Cask of Slush Fat 
into which  a young  man Fell 
his name was Charles O.Donell 
he climed  up there to See the Land  
the Covering  Boards were  very loose  
and too Greasy on them  to stand 
he managed to get out all right  
as he was nearly Six Feet high  
but he could not  walk  on Deck  
now  what ever way he.d Try 
he managed to Get down Below   
by crawling on hands  and Knees  
thereby he Caused a terrable Mess  
by his track  of  slush and Grease  
how the Cook did Curse and Swear  
about the loosing  of all his Fat 
he well knew  it was 0 Donell  
when he found his shoes  and Hat  
all oer the Deck  was Greasy now  
where Charley had slid to Bed 
as he was completely Covered in slush  
from his feet up to his Head 
we had been about  two months at Sea  
and hundreds  of miles from  Land 
when old mother  Carreys  Chickens Came  
those Bird.s I cannot understand 
as they flew  about  the  Ship each day  
from the Early morning till night 
I wonder where they rest or Sleep  
as they are Constantly on the Flight 
we saw many of the  Cape pigeons too  
that  round about  our Ship did Fly 
they Came so very close Sometimes 
So to Catch them I would Try 
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then 1 went to the Sailmaker now  
and from him got a hank of Twine 
as I had got no sort of fishing hooks 
I fixed Bent Pins along my Line 
then let the line out at Stern of ship  
as my line was so very light 
a piece of meat was on for Bait  
to attract them in their Flight  
sometimes they  would  strike  my lines  
but if they struck among the Pins 
the line being light it soon got Tight 
and fastened around their Wings  
the first  day I tried I had.nt  Luck  
but the Second day  I  Caught Two  
so now  I kept on daily Fishing 
then as I had little Else to do 
now it was in the month of September  
we were on the Indian Ocean 
the Wind it blew in heavy Gales 
made the Sea in Great Commotion  
on the Eight day of this  month 
I have to tell about another matter  
my Wife  was put to bed that  day  
and Confined of another Daughter 
my Fishing them  was stopped  awhile  
until she again got fairly  Well 
as my mother came to nurse her then 
I am very pleased to Tell 
the Doctor  was very kind and Careful  
and Every day he regularly  Inquired 
of mother Who was nursing her if  
there was anything  she required  
about Ten days after her Confinment 
my Wife had got Just  about  out of Bed  
the Sea was very rough and Stormy 
when a Great Wave came right  overhead 
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it was about four Oclock one Morning  
this Wave Broke over on the Deck 
it Smashed our Main hatch Covering 
and made a Terrable Wreck  
about four feet deep of Water  
was now  in the Berths Below  
I climbed up to the main deck 
to let the officer  on Watch  to know  
when the officers  Came to Look 
it was really a terrable Plight 
to see the Beds and things  floating  
about and the people in Such Fright  
lmediatly all hands were Called up  
the Sailors were up to their  Waiste  
now Buckets  full of the Water were  
handed up on the deck  with Haste  
the passangers in the Lower  Berths  
were completly all washed  out  
particularly thos on the Lee Side  
were the Greatest  put about 
Likewise the Single Women.s Berths 
were also flooded very Bad 
to hear them all loud Screaming  
it was Something really Sad 
after about an hours hard Working  
the Water  was nearly all got out  
then the Doctor  Called the Captain  
and asked him for all to Shout 
now the Ship.s Steward was told  then  
to bring a keg of Rum down Bellow 
and serve it liberally to all the men  
as they have worked  hard we know  
after all the Water  was got out Below  
our Beds were removed to Deck 
Every one was cut open then for the 
Superintendant to Inspect 
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as the Flock in the Beds was wet  
it had to be Shook out to Dry 
and all our Blankets and Bedclothes 
were hung up in the rigging high  
it was for all on Board the Ship  
Indeed a real bussey workday 
to Get all our wet Clothes dry 
and the Beds filled and put away  
the Single men were better  off 
as they all in hammacks  Slept 
they were Sent to do the Work  
for the Women and at it Kept  
by a few  days hard Working 
we got things nearly all right 
as the weather  was fine in daytime  
but very Cold through the night 
as we now  were near Cape Lewin  
there was Sometimes heavy  Gales  
that  made the ship roll very much  
and blew  away  some of our Sails  
we had a man called Jimy  Ducks 
on Board in charge of Fowls  and Pigs 
he had to Feed and keep them  Clean  
and see they Played no riggs 
one day one his pigs was missed  so 
it must  gone through  the Scupper  holes  
as it nowhere  could be Found but 
sometime after  was found  among  the Coals  
about three weeks after the pig  was  Lost  
the Cooks Mate  went  to get Some Coal 
he got a Terrable Fright and said 
he Saw the Devil down the hole  
then a Search was quickly made  
when the missing pig was found 
tt was very Wild and rather thin 
but otherwise  well and Sound 
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now Jimy  Ducks was very Glad  
as he was very much afraid 
that he would loose his job 
and his Wages not be Paid 
but now  as Every thing came right  
Poor Jimy was full of mirth and Glee  
as he Said his wages  would be paid  
in Sydney he could have a Spree 
as we kept  Sailing on day by day  
we were all now  Getting Weary 
as it was the Same sights  we Seen  
and the Brighest  only dreary  
Sometimes I tried to catch the Birds  
again to pass the time  away 
I had the luck to catch a Few 
Sometimes four or five in a day 
all I Caught  were always used we  
had them made Generally in a pie 
and Got the Cook to Bake them  for us  
then they tasted very high 
one day when fishing  for them  
the Captain was there looking on 
an Albitross Swooped down on the meat 
Bait fastened on the line it broke he was Gone  
he called me to his cabin  where  he 
then Gave me long strong  Taking Line  
also a good fishing Set of Hooks 
to Encourage me in my Pastime 
I had no Pins now in my Line but 
had two Small hooks  with  bits  of meat  
as Bait for Either Fish or fowls now 
I left them then for my Dinner to Eat  
it must been over an hour Since 
that I had made fast my Line 
when I went up to have a Look at it  
there was Fast a Bird this  Time 
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 I tried to pull in the Line then but 
to my Surprise it went  up in the air 
altho I Pulled on it very Steady yet  
still it flew  around me Everywhere 
I Could not pull it in by myself  
until it Flew up above the Deck  
then a man helped to Get it down  
one hook was through its neck 
it was a very large Bird they Said  
and by all was much admired 
but to me it was quite usless 
so from the Bird fishing I retired 
next thing to amuse us was a Shark  
that appeared by the Ship.s Side 
the Sailors tried to harpoon it but  
the Lance by it would  only Glide 
as it appeared for Several days about 
so they got a line with a chain and hook  
now after feeding it Several times 
with meat at last the Bait it Took  
there was a Great Commotion When  
we Saw the shark to the line was Fast  
when its head Came above the Water   
another strong line over it was cast  
then a Block and Tackle was reved 
and to the main yard made Fast 
now the Shark was hoisted on Board  
for Exhibition  of us all at last 
it was a very large and heavy  fish  
the Sailors Called it a Blue Peter  
they all agreed in Saying it was 
a regular deamon or Man Eater 
I May here tell you the crew were told 
when they signed to Join the ship 
there was to be no Grog allowed them  
all throughout  the Entire Trip
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therefore it was hard on Some of them 
Sometimes we must all Consider 
as they had always been used to Get  
their Grog during stormy  Weather  
however  a Great row  Got up one day  
among the Sailors in their Bunk 
when the mate went  to Inquire he  
found one of the Crew very Drunk  
he was Imediately  put in Irons fast  
and locked up in the Ship.s Cell 
then Examined by the Captain  
but not a word  would  he Tell 
he was kept there in Confinment 
for the space of very near a week  
but one morning he was missing  
they everywhere for him did Seek  
after Several days Searching for him  
the mate had put him in the Log 
as dissapeared at Sea through the 
Broaching of the Captains Grog  
his name was Mathew Callaghan  
but better known as old Matt 
we were all very Sorrow  for him  
but what  Signified  all that 
on the first  Sunday morning after  
he had dissapeared from  on Board  
to Everybodys Great Satisfaction  
he was again to light Restored 
it appears he.d got some assistance  
to get  stowed  down  among the  Coal  
as It was from there he appeared  
when the Doctor  Called our Roll 
we were every Sunday morning regularly 
Examined up on the Main deck 
to See that we were clean and tidy and  
to the Church Service pay due respect 
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when old Matt  now  appeared again  
he Gave Some a terrable Fright 
as he was as Black as a Chimney  Sweep  
and his Clothes torn in such a Sight 
when the Captain now  was told that 
Matt was found again alive and well  
he said he would forgive  him but  
could not perswade him yet to tell 
the Ship.s Steward was Indian Negro  by  
the name of Black Sam was Known 
it was him released Matt they  Say.d 
but he would  not  to that  own 
as the days were Getting longer  now  
and the Weather  fine and Warm 
we realy thought every day to  See  
something new  to breack the charm  
as the time  passed away  so wearily  
the Same Sights  day after  day 
but as a Change a ship  was Seen  
one afternoon but  very far away  
now we began to think  that  we  
must Soon be Seeing Some Land  
so every one was looking out 
daily you can easly understand 
one day as the Stores  was Getting up  
from the Ship by the main hatch  
among the medical comforts a Cask of  
Porter that  a bold man did Snatch 
it was a Small Ten Gallon keg that  
daily with  other  Stores Came on deck  
by the Sailors below  as they  were  told 
by the Mate to do for him there  to check  
now on this day it had so dissapeared    
quite unknown to the Mate  then 
who wanted to know  why  so careless  of 
his orders Given were the men 
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they told him it was sent up 
while he was down  Below 
but as there he could not find it  
so he therefor  could not  know 
as the Man who picked it up now 
had it quickly  well concealed 
and many others assisted to drink it  
but no one ever a word  revealed 
now it was Carefully  Served among  us  
as all the lot of us were well  aware 
that it must not be found  out so 
every one got his own  fair share  
the Cask had to be got rid of now  
so we all soon did quite  agree 
that after  darkness of night  Came 
it should be Slipped over in the Sea  
that was carried out Sucessfully  
Just according to the Plan 
so Ended the Cask of medical Comforts  
to the Great Satisfaction of Everyone 
now it was near the end of September month  
the voyage was now  very nearly  Ended 
so I wished to have our child  christned on  
Sunday Next so my Wife and me Intended  
there were Several other  Children  Born on the 
voyage out but all the others  were  Boys 
so the Captain Said he would like if we  Could  
Give ours the Ships name by his Choise  
therefore our Daughter  was duly christned on  
Sunday in presence of the officers and crew  
by the medical Superintendant to register 
her name Mary Welsh Steel Caribou 
one morning there  was Great Commotion  
about Something that  we all Could See  
they Said it was a floating Iceberg 
and a dangerous place for us to be 
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altho we Saw it quite clearly  then  
between the Sea and clear blue sky  
we all thought it must  be the Land  
as it appeared to be so very high  
however we had all to be Satisfied  
and listen  to the old Sailors tale 
as on another  day we Saw Something 
that they  Said was  a Sperm Whale 
it resembled  more a Boat upside  down  
as it appeared floating on the  water 
but as we  were a long way  of it then 
we Could not  well  decide  this  matter  
however things  began to change  now  
as we  were told  we soon  would Land  
so the Great Cable Chains  were  got  up  
on Deck to be ready there  at hand 
one afternoon we heard the  Sailors  Say 
that Land was  Seen from  of the  Mast  
then Everyone  was ancious  Looking out  
now to Get a sight  of the Land at Last 
next morning  we  were  told  that  there  was 
the Signal up for the Pilot now 
now so Everyone Seemed to be quite  happy  
altho they  could not tell you how 
very Soon now  we all could  clearly See  
a Sailing Boat it to us all appeared 
but it was the Pilots  Boat and crew  
as it now  for our ship was  Steered  
when the Pilots Boat was made fast 
them him with his crew  Came on Board 
the Captain and chief  officer met them and  
gave then the best they  could  afford 
then all the ship.s crew  were called up  
and told that  him they must  obey 
as he now  had full charge of the ship  
until they  would  at anchor Lay 
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now  he Called all the ships crew  up 
and saw  every man Served out his Grog  
altho the Captain spok  about Temperance  
the Pilot Said I always  keep my  own Log  
now all went  as merry  as a Marriage Bell  
when we got within the Sight  of Land 
we were now  all so very much Excited  
that we would neither sit nor stand 
on that  afternoon the anchors  were  dropp.d 
in a place they  Called Farm Cove  
now all the crew were kept Bussey  
Getting all the Sails furled up above 
the health  officers came on Board now  
to See if  all our health.s were  well 
then the lmmegration officers came  to  
ask if any had complaints to Tell 
then all the Single Women went away  
by a Steamer to the lmmegrants Depot  
there to  find Employment if desired 
or with their  Friends who  wished to Go 
many of the  Single young men  were 
Engaged here on their own accord 
but most  all the married  couples stayed  
for Several days longer  still  on board 
as the ship was going  to a Berth  Soon  
the whole  of her Cargo to Discharge 
now to McNamarras Wharf we  moved where 
the lmmegrants were set at Large 
on the Forth day of the month October  
it was three months  almost  to a day  
we had been on the passage out  here  
until we in Sydney harbour  Lay 
the first day the Ship lay at anchor  
the Captain.s Boat  was going ashore 
I asked him as a favour to allow me 
With them as I only was one man more 
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he Said 1 could go if the Doctor  Gave  
me leave of six hours from the ship 
the Doctor Gave me his full Permission 
to Enjoy this fine Pleasure Trip 
when the Boat was lowered and man.d  
by the third Mate and six of a Crew 
I was told to sit near to the Bow  as 
the Doctor  was going  with the Captain Too  
the Boat was landed near some steps 
they called it the circular  queay 
the officers  now  all went  of ashore  
and left  me with  the Boats  crew  Free  
now we agreed to have a walk  about  
but one man must  to the Boat  attend  
so we all promised to be careful 
but we had very little cash to Spend 
 I mind we Got a Supply of new clay pipes  
as all we had on Board were now  Broke  
therefore it was  with Great pleasure 
we now  could Enjoy a good hearty Smoke  
we got some Fruit and oranges  to Eat 
also a Glass or two of real Good Rum  
then we returned to the Boat now 
to wait  there for the officers to  Come 
we were all sitting down in the Boat 
when the Captain and the Doctor apeared  
they  Said they  were both  satisfied 
we had behaved better  than they  feared  
the Boat now  returned to the  Ship 
where we arived all Safe and well  
as.I had been ashore all that  day my  
ship mates wanted  me to them  Tell  
about Sydney and the people there  
also what I had Seen while  ashore 
when I had told them all I knew 
still they asked me Something more 
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there were now  plenty  of fresh Vegetables  
also fresh Beef and Bread came every day  
and Boats with Employers  daily Came to  
Engage the men and take them right away  
the first  Sunday  we lay in the stream 
a Friend of mine came to see us in his Boat  
and asked us to go with him home  to  
Pyrmont in the Boat he had Brought 
so my Wife  and me with our two children 
most gladely  agreed to go there  at once  
to See his Wife  and their  Family then 
as this  was now our only chance 
we found  Mrs. Anderson and Family  well  
we quite Enjoyed this  little Trip 
the Weather  now was really  Beautiful 
that day when  we  Sailed from  the  ship  
we passed that  day most Pleasantly 
in Speaking  of old Friends at home  
as they had been here Several years  
before they heard we were  to Come 
as James and me were  old School mates  
and when  Boys we Played Together 
he was a ship Carpenter  by Trade  
therefore we Seldom  met  one another  
he was out here Employed  at Work 
for the  Company  who  brought him out 
from Scotland by Signd agreement 
Satisfactory for Each no doubt 
we returned  to the ship again at night  
with our days pleasure  well  Satisfied  
and by many of our shipmates now  
we really were then much  Envied 
on Monday  morning  the Order was  Given 
to have the anchors  up without delay 
as the Steam Tug was comming down  
to take the Ship up straight away 
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now all were bussey cleaning  up  
as we were now  about to Land 
to have Everything all in readyness 
so that  we could Easly put  our hand 
the Steamer brought us to the  Wharf  now  
then the customs officers came on board  
to see what  was the General Cargo 
and to find  where  it was all stored 
when the ship Sailed from  Birkenhead  
the Water line stood at twenty five  feet 
now she is only  drawing nineteen  
Showing how very much we did Eat 
Early next morning we were all up on deck  
when Each had to claim their things 
as the Sailors sent them  from  Below  
to the main deck now with Slings 
as Each person that  claimed them  
his name  was cheked  in a Book 
as the medical Superintendent Said 
to see they  were their  own they  Took  
as all were then now  about  to Land  
and take all their  luggage  then away 
I received a letter from my Father  
to Inform me about  his then  Delay 
the Captain  told me to stay  on Board  
until I wished to leave the ship  
therefore this Suited  me very  well 
to go on shore now  daily  for a Trip 
this lasted  for about  a weeks  time  now  
when at work  I thought to Get a Job  
therefore  I went  at first  as a Labourer  
my daily pay then  was only Eight  Bob 
It was at the A.S.N.  Companys works in 
Prymont that I was first Employed 
so now we got a good dwelling house  
to live in so the change we all Enjoyed 
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there was a steamboat  laying  there then  
to Get her Engines thoroughly overhauled 
1 was sent with an Engineer on Board  
to assist him there I was installed  
when the Cylinder  Cover  was taken  of  
and the Great Piston then  got out 
it is something very remarkable how 
Strange things often come about 
as inside of this Great Cylinder was  
a very large patch  of Brass plate 
there was great remarks  passed  about  it  
but all agreed it was done firstrate 
I mentioned that I once had seen before 
one cylinder  that  it was  done upon  
when I was in my apprenticship that  
was for a Steamer  Called the London  
now the Engineer laughed  and to  me  
why this is that  very  Same Boat 
altho I had been two days  working there  
about her name I had never  thought 
it seemed to me most  wonderfull 
however the London here Could be  
as she was a regular passanger  Boat  
between London  and Dundee 
one day the Foreman spoke  to me and  
asked if I would now agree to Stop 
and do all their Brass Castings there 
if they  fitted up for me a proper  shop  
he also Said it would be good  me 
as he would  Garntee  that  my Pay 
would be as good as in the City was  then  
at the rate of fourteen Shillings  a Day 
I agreed to do the Work they wanted  
when everything Suitable  was  fitted  
they got a Furnice Built there  very good 
and other fittings done well the  time  that  Permitted 
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but circumstances  often  alter Cases  
as here now I will let you know 
my Father was down now  in Sydney  
for us all with him home to go 
therefore I had to Give my notice  in that 
in a Fortnight I wished  to leave 
as that  was rules of all the Workmen there  
then to Give or to Receive 
the Foreman Said he was  very  Sorry that 
I so Soon should think of going away  
and tried all he could to perswade me to  
Change my mind for to longer stay 
but as now  we had our minds  made up 
to Get our things  prepaired to start 
the three hundred  and ten miles Journey  
for the Murrumbidgee soon to Depart 
it may appear to be remarkable when 
I went to Sydney my Father first to meet  
that we passed by Each other  there 
on Brickfield hill in George Street 
as an Omnibuss had turned  over there  
a Great crowd gathered  around  to See 
as I was there looking on then  myself at it  
he told  me afterwards also so was he 
but it is not so very wonderfull as so 
many years had passed Since  we had met  
as I was only a Child when  he left  home  
there was plenty of time  for us to forget  
however we met now  by appointment 
at the house of a Scottish Family we knew  
where we were now first brought Together  
again our aquaintince  to renew 
when Father Came down from the Country  
he brought with him a Bank Cross.d  Cheque  
as at that time Travelling with money 
was rather a dangerous kind of Spect 
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at that time this Colony  was over run  
by Bands of bad and lawless  men  
going about through all the Country 
robbing and murdering  every now  and then  
now as Father wanted his cheque  Cashed  
we went  to find  Mr. William  Mcleay 
who was then the member  of Parliment  
and he Lived out  at Elizabeth Bay 
we started to walk  out to his home  
and met him Just  as he left  his Gate 
as he was going to Parliment  house  now  he  
would Cash it if till tomorrow we could wait 
he drew  some notes  from  his pocket and his  Card  
and Gave them  to Father until  tomorrow 
then told  us to go up to his house  and rest  
he could not be with us he was Sorrow 
we went  as he desired us to Call there  and  
was kindly  treated both  to Eat and drink  
and told to meet  Mr. Mcleay tomorrow at  
McQuarrie Street at three Oclock destink  
we went  there  next  day as agreed upon  
and had not  there  very long to  wait 
when we saw  Mr. Mcleay coming now 
Just near the Sydney Hostpital Gate 
as the Cheque was found to be corect my 
Father in notes got his money Paid 
as we had now  to attend to other  Business  
and Several purchases  now  we made 
we then  went to Get my Boxes  Stored  
as they  were to go up in a Bullock  Dray  
and we could not Stop to load them  as  
we wanted  ourselves  now  to Get away 
I may tell you at that time that the 
Railway .from Sydney was only Just Begun  
as the distance  the rail was laid down 
then only to Campbell Town did Run 
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about the way to do the Journey  up  
we thought  to buy a horse and Cart  
but Father Said the roads was to bad  
so then we agreed on  Foot  to start  
we bought  a good Tent and Fittings  
to Camp in regularly  on the Way 
so we could travell  at our Leasure  
any distance  to suit us every Day  
Father carried the Tent and Blankets 
I carried a Swag but Smaller than That 
as I had to carry my Little  Boy as well   
then with his legs around my neck he Sat 
we left  Sydney  Early one morning it was 
November month on the very last Day 
we were all very ancious  about  the Journey  
how long  we would be on the Way 
we passed through Parramatta Township 
which is a very old and Settled Place  
then we passed through Liverpool now  
but had Razorback  Mountain to Trace 
when climbing up this  mountain we  all wanted 
Water but could not find a single drop 
but my Father said there  was  plenty up higher  
when we reached  up nearer to the Top 
and sure Enough there  was  fine  cool water  
there dripping from  the Rocks  so clear 
now we rested  here for an hour  or Two then 
to Boil the  Billy and have Dinner  here  
this Mountain took  many  hours  to cross  
as the weather  was really  very  Warm 
when we arrived at the Foot  the Sun was  low  
so to Camp there now  would be no harm 
next morning  we had Breackfast Early  
and things  all packed up for the Roads 
it was our Intention then only to go as far 
Each days Journey according to our Loads
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some days we travelled over Twenty miles  
a Day but many Days we done much Less  
just according to the state the road was in  
as the Loads we Carried did us opress 
we Bought Supplies of Food almost  Daily  
as we came to any Town  or Country  Store  
and always  looked for a Camping place  
where Some Camps had been Before 
as the Weather  was very dry and really hot 
and Water  was then Scarsely to be had  
as it was dried up in all the waterholes  
so what  remained then was very Bad  
we always  had to Boil it first  as Tea 
then let it cool to carry along to Drink 
otherwise it could not have been used  
as many a time really it did Stink 
I mind when we reached to Goulbourne  
there is a River at the foot  of Governors  hill  
it was quite  a pleasure now  to Get a Drink 
I myself almost drank a Billy Full 
we called at McAlisters Hotel there  where 
Father had left his Dog being foot sore 
he Called now  to take it home  with us but 
it had slipped its collar some  weeks  Before  
we travelled on then  till night  to Camp as  
next day through Gunning  we  would pass 
then in two  more days travelling we Came to the  
old Established  Township of Yass 
here we Bought a few  things we Wanted  
and of Bread and meat a Good Supply  
then we started on again from  Bowning 
and crossed the  Yass River now almost  Dry  
we passed through Bowning Early that  Day  
and Camped that  night  near to Bogalong  
that place then was only a Public house  or  
Camping place on the Road to Jugiong 
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when we got near the Creek at Jugiong  
my Boy for a drink commenced to cry 
I went over to a house we were passing then  
and got some good milk to Buy 
very soon we Saw the Murrumbidgee River  
with a Sandy Beach and the Water  so Clear  
we Soon made a fire to boil the Billy 
for Dinner  and made our Camp here 
we passed through Jugiong next  morning  
it was a miserable  looking little place 
a Blacksmiths shop a store  and a Hotel  with 
the Cemetary also looking in your  Face  
after Climbing over the hill at Jugiong  
we had miles of  a fairly  level Track 
then we came to some  hills  and creeks  as we  
came near to Mrs. Hanleys  at Coolac 
next morning we started to go on the road  
we met  an old Friend of Father.s  on the  Way  
he asked us to go with him to his home 
and there  to rest until the fowling Day 
we agreed to accept his kind lnvetation as it  
would be for all of us a very  good  Spell 
I myself was very glad of this  opertunity as  
at that  time I felt  rather  not  too  Well 
it was then the Harvest time  about  there  
and they  were  bussey  now  reaping  Wheat  
so here we saw  the  first  harvesters at Work  
how they  did with one another  so Compete 
as Each was paid for  what work  he done and 
for Every Acre reaped he a Pound was Paid  
and found in all their rations too  so 
in harvest  time  then money  could  be made  
we left  there  on the Second day again 
and now on the road went for Gundagia 
as we knew we could not reach there  that  
night we Camped so we did not  Try 
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we got to Gundagia Early next morning  
and Stayed for dinner there that Day 
at the Public house then kept by Hyam Phillips 
who was well known  all round that Way  
we now went  out through  Nangus Station  
where we Intended to Camp that night  
when we met old Martin Ryain a shepherd  
who told us we would  be Safe all right 
old Martin Came down  that  night  to ask  
Father and me up to his hut to Come  
and have a talk  about old times  there  as  
he had a drop of the real Jamecia  Rum 
we went  up there now for an hour or two  
and many  old tales by them  were told 
but to me the most wonderful was  when he 
Showed us a Bottle about half full of Gold  
that was the  first  pure gold I had Seen in 
this Country but then  I was  only a new  chum  
so I asked him  where  and how  he got it 
as I said I would very much  like to Get Sum 
then he told  us where  and how  he got  it  
he Said when his Sheep were  in the Fold  
he always went prospection in the Creeks  
and often  got several Grains of Gold 
when we left  old Martins that  night   
we promised  faithfully to  Come some  day 
and Spend a week or two there  ourselves in 
prospecting but  we never  went  that  way  
next day  we got to Owra  flats  to Camp  
opposite to Lintotts Cunningdroo Run 
we crossed the River there next  Morning 
Early after the rising of the sun               
when we crossed the Murrumbidgee River  
on foot  that  morning  it  was very low  
Father and me crossed over first then my 
Wife and my mother they crossed over also 
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it was a fine Gravelly Beach to Cross  
the Water  was clear but running  strong  
the distance  was not far to cross so the 
time we took  in crossing was not  very Long  
when all were  Safely  on this  Side now we  
made a fire and had Breackfast here 
while Sitting waiting for the Billy to Boil  
Two young Girls then did to us appear  
they asked if we would like some  milk 
for the Children  or Wanted Bread or Meat  
they told us that  their  house  was near and  
there was plenty there  for  us to Eat 
we thanked them for their  kindness but 
told them we wanted at once to go away  
as our Journey was  now  nearly  finished  
we Expected to End it with the Day 
they went  away Seemingly dissapointed but  
soon returned with a Can of   milk  quite  hot  
for the  Children to drink  on the  road  we  
asked them  their  names  both Said Lintott 
we now came to the  house  of John  Glover on 
Gumly  Gumly  Run near to Kyambia Creek  
he was  an old neighbour of my Fathers  and  
many a time  about  him  did he Speak 
we had our dinner there  that  day and also 
took a rest  as we  wanted it you may depend 
as we had about  five  more  miles to Travell when  
our long  distance Journey would End 
when we left  John  Glovers  house  then  
it was late in the  afternoon 
as we did not wish to arrive  at home  
till about  the rising  of the moon 
as the neighbours Expected us to come  
they were  looking out  for us every  day  
but they  were dissapointed as we Came  
through the Bush Track another  Way 
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when we came up through the Paddocks  
and was up almost to the Dwelling 
old Billy the Welshman  was looking  out as 
he Said Somebody him was telling 
that we had passed Cunningdroo Station 
and would  be at home very soon 
he Said that  the neighbours and himself  
had been looking  for us all the afternoon  
on the Twenty Second day of December 
we arrived at Wagga Wagga our Journey.s End 
as we were all tired  of Travelling now 
we wanted a good rest you may Depend  
after we all had got  Supper that  night  
and a little conversation then  we Said 
as we were all foot  Sore then  and weary 
we all agreed to retire  Early to Bed 
I got up next morning early Intending  
to have a good look  all around 
but I could only see a short  distance 
as trees  did so plentyfull abound 
the house itself  looked  strange  to me  
as the Floor was  composed of Clay  
and open Square holes for Windows  
to admitt in the light  of Day 
the walls  were  made of Slabs of Wood 
and the Roof covered  with stringybark  
with a Great big open fireplace 
like what Noah had in the  Ark 
the house was fairly Comfortable  
altho the material  was very rough  
at that  time  in this  Country  it was 
considered to be quite  good Enough  
the wood  Slabs were  all dressed  well  
and put  well and close together  
any open spaces were plastered up to  
resist all the very stormy Weather 
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for the Rich and poor in those old times  
the houses were all of that one Class  
the only Exception at that  time  was 
that some had windows in with Glass 
we had visits  of Several neighbours  this day  
who Came over all of us then to  See 
and Several of them now  Invited us 
to come over to their house.s  for Tea  
as it was near to Christmas  time  then  
at night  some more would likely  come  
so Father went  to the Town that  day  
and brought out his Cag of Rum 
that night  there  were Several Friends  
came out Just  after  we had our Tea  
and everyone Seemed glad to meet  us  
and wished  that  we would happy  be 
now there  were many  strange  tales told 
about the old Country and this  new  
they all Seemed to praise this  place  
but I took  a very  different View 
I said it looked something very queer  
to be drinking  spirits  from  a Pint Pot  
as to night  we  were  now  doing  here  
as glasses then  Could not be Bought  
the Carriage so far  was the reason  
and the danger of breaking in Glass 
also all crockeryware was  very Scarse 
as it the same danger.s  must  pass  
the time  passed on quickly that  night  
all our Friends said they  were Glad 
to see us so well  and so hearty  after 
all the long Journey  we have had 
as the night  was Getting very late now  
it was about time for us to go to Bed  
now we wished  all a Merry  Christmas  
then good night  to Each other Said 
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in all our three weeks Travelling 
I never felt like this before 
now after  those few  days resting I 
feel all my Bones quite Sore 
it must been by leaving  my Boy off  
that I Carried here all the Way 
as he Sat on my shoulders  always 
while comming up every  day 
my Father then had a Sawpit here  
as he was a Sawyer  by Trade 
he also was  a fair Bush Carpenter 
and many Wood  Buildings  he made  
now I often go to work with him 
at any Sort of works to be had  
we always made fair Wages then  
at times  things were  not so bad 
we Built  a Joss house  for the  China men  
on a portion of their  Ground 
we Got a Good price for that Building 
after everything was found 
it was a large Wooden Building of  
split slabs and Covered in with Bark  
it had Two Doors  but  no Windows  
so when Closed  Completley Dark 
inside was fitted up there  for use ten 
little Bunks for the  Chineese 
so they could lay and Smoke  opium  
or go to sleep as they  please 
I may mention at new year time 
we thought of how  it use to be 
kep there  by going  out first  footing  
and going round  old Friends to See  
but here it is held very differently as 
they go out  for sport  Shooting or Fishing 
others go Pick nicking all night  with 
the Compliments of the Season Wishing 
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however  we kept it here as usual  
we Sat up till new  year came in 
and had plenty  to Eat and Drink but  
for want  of Glasses we drank in Tin  
one day I went  in to look at the Town  
that was the first  Visit  l.d made 
as went  in by myself on that  day I 
will find it easy to myself  I Said 
there was no proper  streets then  formed  
but by a log I crossed the Lagoon 
where Nixons  Flour Mill  was then 
I asked where about is the Town 
you are in the Town now  the man Said  
and that  is the  Australian Hotel 
if you go up on the  Sand hill there  
you will  See all the  Town as well  
when I got on the  Sand Hill Top  
and had a good look  around 
it was a very  dull looking place 
and for  years afterwards I found 
a Small Building used as Court  house  
stood opposite the  Australian Hotel  
also another  small  Building  there 
was used as a Lockup or Police Cell 
there was one police man Mr. Griffin  
also a mounted man Mr. R. Montieth  
and the Chief  Constable then  was 
James but better known as Barney O.Keef 
there were  also the Police Magistrate here  
Mr. H. Bayliss a good and upright Man  
who discharged his duties  honestly 
and would never favour  any one 
the Catholic  Chapel was new  Built  then  
near to the old Burial Ground 
the Church of England on the Rocky  hill stood 
Just above the old Wagga Cattle Pound 
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there were Two Good General stores then  
Mr. F.A. Tompsons Store at Water View  
and Geo Forsyths store altho much larger  
still both got plenty Trade to doo 
there was an old house used as Hospital 
over at the back of Mr. Forsyths store 
no nurses to attend the Patients then but  
a Wardsman to attend the three or Four  
only one medical Doctor  was here then a  
Gentle good and very Skillfull man 
his name was Allan Bradley Morgan   
and well known all about by every one  
there was a Chinaman in the Hospital a  
bad Case the Dr to the Wardsman he Said  
that he much feared by the next  morning  
that this Patient  would  be Dead 
as the Chinaman must  have heard what  the 
Doctor then did to the Wardsman Tell  
for he was absent then next  morning  
and his bed clothes gone as well 
however there  was very little trouble taken 
as he never again  Could be Seen  
altho as diligent search was made in  
every place where he Could have been  
there were Several Hotels in Town then  
for Travellers who  wished to Stay 
and any amount of Liquors kept there 
but a Shilling a drink you must Pay 
there was no Bridge to Cross the River by  
but there was a punt to carry you across  
working then every day there reguraly 
and old Harry Moxhan was the Boss 
the Fares was a Sixpence for Every Person  
and for a horse and Cart or a Bullock Dray  
when Empty only half price was Charged 
but loaded five or ten Shillings you must Pay 
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Bob Morton had a Butchers shop then  
but a Bakers shop was unknown 
as the people here and round about  
had always Baked their own 
altho they only used the Camp oven 
in every dwelling house and home  
you would find it in great mansons  
used and every whare you roam 
also there were no Tea kettles  used  
then only a Tin called a Billy can  
which hung all the day on the Fire 
to be allways ready for any one 
as it was the good old custom here then  
that wherever you may chance to be 
if passing near a house when Travelling  
you could alway  Get a drink of Tea 
there was two Blacksmiths Shops here 
then but neither Employed  any men 
as there was only Work  Enough to do 
 themselves Generally only now and then  
Job Blyth he was a Jobing  Smith  and  
was a very handy  Sort of a man 
William Thirtle was a fair Blacksmith 
and tried always  to please every one  
at that time Bar Iron was very dear as  
it cost here Seventy  Pounds a Ton  
therefore any Iron work  was costly  
when anyone had to get it done 
at that time  all the horse shoes here 
had by the Blacksmith to be made 
and all the shoe nails were hand Pointed  
for a set of shoes then a Pound was paid  
and all other work  charged in proportion 
the average about a shilling for each Pound  
but Sometimes by agreement  with the  
Blacksmith where you the Iron ground 
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at that time the principle Work was  
in making Bows for Bullock yokes  
repairing chains and making the hooks 
and sometimes putting clips on Wheel Spokes  
there was lots of work  from the Bushmen  
such as wedges to be made and maul Rings  
also from the Farmers round about to 
Get repairs done to many different things  
the old Swing ploughs  of those days wood  
without  wheels were very Strongly  made  
only the plough  share.s and Cotters  were of  
Iron and very often had to be Laid  
Sometimes dray Tyres were to cut or 
a dray Axle arms to be Laid 
as that  was then  a very heavy Job  
and Generally well for Paid 
as all the roads were very bad then  
everywhere all round  about 
it was then a very common thing  to 
see a loaded dray being dug out 
as there were no Bridges here then  
nor culverts  over a Single Creek  
altho many complaints were sent to 
Parliment no Member Seems to Speak 
and the Minister  for Work never visits  
this Part therefore Cannot  understand  
that this district returns  so much  money  
anually by the Selling of Crown Land 
but all the veichels  here are very strong 
and heavy they  are mostly Bullock  drays  
as they have to do all Sorts of work  on  
the Bush Tracts in those early days 
there were no Buggies nor Carriages here 
then and only a very few  Spring Carts  
as the roads were not yet formed  here  
there was some Terrable rough Parts 
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we got all our Supplies up from Sydney  
and that is such a long way from here 
it was all brought  up by Bullock dray.s  
so everything  then was very dear 
for a Pair of Moleskin Trowsers  then  
you would have to pay a Pound 
and the Same for a pair of Blucher Boots  
all other goods in proportion was Found  
the Working men wore no fine clothes 
in those days only  a few  wore a Coat 
as they mostly wore  a Blue Flannel Shirt  
or a Jumper or anything they.d got 
but there was Seen Exceptions Sometimes  
such as a lucky  digger with a Silk Sash 
and other times occationly you.d  meet a 
Flash Shearer trying to cut a dash 
as after all the shearing time  is over  
they Generraly  come  into some Town  
to carry on their  foolish Jolification 
and Get their  cheques  knocked down 
there was a Newspaper printed here weekly  every  
Saturday it was Called the Wagga Wagga Express  
at that time  Edited by Mr.  John Bently  and 
Printed by the old Fashoned hand Press 
it was well Conducted and fairly  patronised  
both in the Town and District around 
as it was then  the only  meidum  in 
this place where  any news was found 
the price was then  a Sixpence  each Copy  
altho the double Sheet  was  very Small 
it had a very good General circulation 
among the Settlers and the Squatters  all 
there were no News-agents or stationers  shops  
here where papers and Book are sold 
so any other papers that  Came by post 
to us were Generally rather  old 
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we had not got the Telegraph line up yet  
and the Telephone was quite unknown  
Cobb and Coy run the mails by contract so 
any news was got was through them alone 
Goulbourne then was the city where all  
our Criminal Courts then were held 
many Serious Cases were miscarried by the  
long Journey.s unless when Compelled 
neither as Jury  men nor  witnesses in those days  
no person here ever wished there to go 
as the Journey  was long and Expensive  
and the money  allowed for it to low 
that was the reason of  many cases not  
being prosacuted here in those  days 
for Such as horse  and cattle stealing  was  
hard to Get convictions nearly  always  
therefore many  Said the first  loss is the Best 
as the Journey was so far  and the loss of time  
besides you could  not  depend  on Jury  men 
to convict  on cattle duffing as a Crime 
at that time there  was plenty natives  Camps  
all round about  and near to the Town 
where old and young  Blackfellows with  
their gins and picanines all Squatted down  
they had no houses  to live in only a 
few Sheets of Bark Set up on their End  
which they Called their  Mi Mies to act as  
Shelters from the Weather to defend 
they were really  very Lazy and Indolent 
and did not Care to do any sort of Work  
only to Eat Drink and Sleep or Smoke  
much Indeed like some Lazy Turk 
they always had a Jot of  Mongeral dogs at 
Every Camp where ever at night they stay  
they Said it was to keep them  warm 
and strangers from  their Camp.s away 
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they never Seemed Short of Food in Camp  
altho at times  it was rather Rough 
as they Seldom used any Bread to Eat 
but of yams and Possums Eat Enough  
then in the Seasons Caught plenty  fish  
and Fowls of Every Sort and kind 
from Emus Ducks  Cranes and Crows  
or any living  things  they  Could find 
they had no Sort of Fire arms nor Guns 
but they had weapons of their  own  
they could use with care and Skill 
as often I saw  their  Boomerang  thrown 
at Some wild ducks  flying of a Laggoon  
it cut off  their wings legs or head 
as it whirled through the  air and came 
Back to where he wished it Lead 
but for Larger Game Such as Kangaroo  or  
the Wallaby or Sometimes a Native  Bear  
they always  used some  other  weapon 
but most Generally  Threw  a Spear  
then the Womera and the nulla-nulla  
are their  weapens mostly used in War 
as they are used fighting in close quarters 
not like their  Cooee heard so very Far 
there is one time each year they  gather here  
for the Coming  of the  Queens Birthday 
as the Government Gives them  Blankets annualy 
on or after the  Twenty Fourth  day of May  
they Gather in from  all around  the Country  
Sometimes for weeks or a month before 
and move about the  Township begging if you 
Give them anything Still they ask for more  
the Blackfellows are all very fond of Tobacco  
and so are the Gins of  very Gaudy clothes 
but both Sex of them  are very fond of Grog  
and can Drink a Terrable heavy Dose 
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therefore the Supply to them is prohibited  
to every licensee or keeper of Hotel 
as that is the principle cause of their ruination 
and their Decayedness  as well 
sometimes after  all have got their Blankets  
theY would Gather up to hold a Carobree  
and dress up in their  war paint  which 
was most comical to go and See 
as they Jumped  and danced  all round about  
and so loudly  did they  yell and Sqweel 
as every one of them  both  old and young  
all seemed quite  happy  then  to feel 
as they were now  about  to Seperate   
each party to their  own  district and Camps 
as the Carobree  was  all over that  night 
Some Rum was Given by some Scamps  
that may been for  good that it was  Given  
but it was very far  from  being  right 
as it caused the  Blackfellows to quarrel 
and fight  with each other  all the  night 
horse racing in this  Country is very popular  
as in almost  every  little country place 
and in every Town and city  here now 
their Evils you can easy Trace 
the horses  we cannot blame  for this  but  
those people who  always Get them  up 
and those Sharpers Called  Bookmakers who 
live like Lords during  the  Melbourne Cup  
as every township of  any Importance 
has a Race Course  and anual Races  
Where the people go both old and young  
and Get robbed  in very many  Cases 
as many times  a man is temped to wager  as 
he thinks he is almost certain to win  
but When he finds  his money  is lost its  
then he sees the folly  of his foolish  Sin 
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there is many a promising young man  
who has been honest and well bred 
and in good and trusted situations  have 
by the curse of horse racing to ruin led  
therefore of  all the sorts of Gambling now  
horse racing is one of the very worst 
and by many a Father and Mother have 
been by them very often truly  cursed 
it has been the ruin of many young men  
also as well very many of the old 
and many a rich man has come to poverty 
when all their property.s were sold 
through the keeping up of Race horses or by  
the Sport they call Beating  on the Field 
after many successions of heavy losses they 
Eventually to their fate must yield 
altho many people are Employed by races  
and some are kept at very heavy Cost 
such as the Trainers Grooms  and riders but  
often through accidents many lives are lost  
I may mention that here at this time a  
school was wanted then  very bad 
as many young men and Women  were 
Grown up that no Schooling ever had 
there was one School in the Town then Small  
kept by Mr. E. Tompson then only for Boys 
he was a very kind and quiet  Gentlemen 
and good Teacher but  did not like much noise  
the charge for Schooling then  was high as 
for Each boy attending three shillings  was paid 
but for Two  or three of one Family attending 
there was allways  a small reduction made 
but only in reading Writing and Arithmetic  
did he undertake to Teach any one to do 
most of the Boys learned there fairly  well  
 with the Exception of  a very Few 
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at that time there  was but very few  Scholars  
theretore the Teachers pay was very Small 
and he must Get his Fees paid regularly or 
else he would  personly  on the parents Call  
there was then a General post  office here but   
then the Building  was but  only very Small 
it was then kept  by Mr.  Patrick Stewart Murray  
where every person then had to Call 
as there was no post  man for delivering then  
you must Call yourself  or Send 
but at that time  the  population here was Small 
so you could always trust to a Friend 
to bring your letters or your  papers out to you 
if they lived anywhere near your place  
Except when any letters were registered  
but that was then  a very  rare Case 
I well remember one occation when a letter was 
Sent out from Scotland Came here to me  
when I Called as usual then  at the  post  office  
to see if anything there  then  might be 
Mr. Murray told me that a letter had Come for 
me from home he Sent it out by Some one  
but he could not  remember his name then  
altho he Endeavoured to think of the  man  
however I received the  long lost  letter  in  
Safety here from the man who had got it 
four months  after  he had been to Sydney  with 
a load of wool and the  letter in his pocket 
at that time there  was  also a Bank here in the  
same small Building only  in next  door 
they were both  the  Bank and post  office under 
one verandah close to Mr. G. Forsyths  store 
I mind that Mr. Todhunter was then the manager  
there was little Banking Business done then 
In the little weatherboard Building there as 
they required then no other men 
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there was then only one Shoe Maker here  
named James Holloway a very steady man   
he was a very good Boot and Shoe Maker 
and always tried to please every one 
he was famed for making working mens Boots  
as all were ordered that  he ever made 
and every paid he made  was Gaurinteed by  
him to be sewd  with the Best hemp thread 
he sometimes made a paid of pegged Boots if ordered 
but at that time they  were  but  very Few 
as he said he could not  Gaurntee  them  to  
last as long which every  body  well knew  
James was a Great man for Politics and was  
a very hard headed and argumentive man 
as he Sat at Work  in his Shop at any time if  
a man proposed any plan he.d  oppose it if he can  
but that was his failing more than  his fault 
for he never was known to be mean 
he was Generally known as a real good fellow  
but in arguments he was  always keen 
there was another  well  known man in Town 
John Swansberry who kept the pound 
but he slipped away  from  here very mysteriously  
and never afterwards was  to be found 
also at that time Jacob  Marks  a Mail Driver 
but he was a man of  quite  another  Sort 
as he was a Great lover  of horse racing then  
altho he had a large Family  to Support 
but Jacob never Troubled himself  very much 
about how the Family got  along then 
if he only got the time put  in by Talking  
horse racing among  other racing men   
there were also three Brothers  who  were Triplets 
here named Nicholas  Jonathan and Daniel Boon  
they were well known all the Countrv round at 
that time but one of them Died here verv Soon 
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Nicholas was Employed for years in a Buchers shop  
here but Jonathan was a very different Sort    
he was better  known then  as a fighting man   
fond of every kind  of manly  sport    
he was a most  remarkable man to meet as  
one Eye was Black and the other  was Blue 
and any person speaking to him  would  always  
take notice of the difference between the Two  
he was a  married  man but  had no family 
but his Wife and him  Seemed always happy  
only occationly  when he would indulge 
too much in Drinking too  much happy 
William Mitchell kept his Saddlers Shop here then  
who for his Stock Saddles then was Famed 
all around the district he was  well known  
but principly  through the  Saddle named 
he also made harness of every  description  
also did repairs  of  all sorts of  kind 
as he kept only the  best  sort  of  workmen 
that it was possable for him  to find 
he kept but one prentice to learn the Trade 
Dennis Bergin a very Steady young Lad 
who learned to be a very  good  Workman and  
became a master  but  soon he went  to the bad  
there was a Watch Maker  here named T.C. Heath  
in Johnstone Street  on the  bank of the Lagoon 
he was a very skillful clever  little man and  
always willing  to oblige  you  very  Soon  
whatever work  you took him there to do  
would be done well there  in his little shop 
Wheather a Clock  or Watch when  it was done 
he would Gaurntee  it not  again to stop 
but the Prices here then  was  very dear for  
all that  sort of  work  when Wanted 
as there was only the one Skilled  workman here 
his price tho dear was always Granted 
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there were Several Brick yards here then  
one was kept by Mr.  Saul and Son 
it was situated then on the bank at Fonts Creek 
where the Bricks  made  there  were run 
up to the level ground then  were laid in  
nice straight  level walks to get Sun dry  
they were laid there  in double  rows  there   
and built up there  now  fairly  high 
they were left  there  sometimes for Weeks there  
but always  carefully covered with Grass 
to stand all sort  of stormy Weather  and  
should it be rain the  Water could pass  
when they got  fairly dry  and hard enough 
and the weather quite calm and Still 
they were then  removed in a Wheel Barrow 
and up inside  a wall which is the  Killn 
then well and Carefully covered in all over  
before any of  the  Fires  are Set a light 
then the men are told off  to attend to them  
by different  Shifts by  day  and night 
they were Generally kept Burning Steady 
for about nine or ten  nights and days 
then they were  allowed to cool down slowly  
to be ready then  to carry away in drays 
there are some  other  Brick  yards  here but 
they are more  to the  westward of the Town 
John Newman was much the largest one  
and his Bricks  were  of  Great  renown 
James Clark also is a Brickmaker himself he 
had a Brickyard near Newmans close by  
he always had plenty of  Work  to do then as   
his charges were not quite  so high 
Andrew Cruickshanks and John  Mcintosh were 
Then the only undertakers that was near 
They were both very steady Single young men 
As Joiners Builders and Contractors here 
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Edward Mumford a Bricklayer was here then as he had 
Built for Thomas Byrnes the Australian hotel 
also the Flour M1ll for Robert Nixon then  
and the Church of England here as well 
those were the principle Brick Buildings here
as then most of the  others  were of Wood 
but now Edward Mumford and his Brother was  
here Brick Building  became  better  understood  
Edward Built for himself and his Family then in  
Newtown the first Brick house was there 
but in a few  years afterwards there  was 
Brick Buildings going up everywhere 
both the Mumford Brothers were  good Workmen  
but Edward also was  a Contracter as well 
he Built many nice  Brick  Cottages  about  
amomg other is W. Whitehands Royal Hotel  
he was known as a real good Fellow 
socially and a leading  man in the place 
and a good Employer  to work for as he  
always had a Smile upon  his Face 
he was the real stamp of  a true  Englishman 
in all Social Gatherings or oer a Glass Beer  
he could relate some  amusing yarns 
that we always Enjoyed  to hear 
James Simpson was a Carpenter and Shingler 
a real useful and handy  sort  of  man 
as he could put  in a spoke  or a Tellow  in a  
dray wheel as well  as any  wheelwright Can 
he could also put  the  Cogs in a Gear Wheel too 
as he done several at the Flour mill 
but he was in those  days  very useful then 
here being a man of General Skill 
then I was working for Mr. Thirtle the Blacksmith 
near wher the old prince  of Wales Hotel stood  
there was many repairs wanted for Bullock drays 
then Simpson always did all the Work of Wood  
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Sometimes the wheels was to be repaired or 
a new pole wanted  for a Bullock dray 
and many other different sorts  of Woodwork  
but Simpson Generally made them to pay 
he was at that time here a very good Shingler 
and had plenty  of work  always in View 
as there was no Iron roofing here then and  
he had Several new  Cottages then to do 
as there was no Saw  Mills  here about  then so  
all the Timber had to be Sawn  by hand 
altho it was but  a Slow  and tedious  process then  
and was much dearer you  will  understand 
James Gormly was then a Mail Contractor here  
he was a very active Energetic little man 
had many men Employed in mail coach  driving  
and plenty horses and veichels good every one  
he had mail contracts in all directions round 
and must have carried  them  all out  well 
as he  was nearly year after  year Sucessful as  
the mail contracts so often to him Fell 
he was always  fully occupied with his Business 
and never Seemed to have  any Idle time 
his Employees all spoke  very  kindly of him  
but to disobey his orders  was  a fatal crime  
as any one that  knew him  will allow  that 
his temper at time  was  so very  quick  . 
If any of his Employees should try to counter him  
he Would thresh them with a stick 
he Was himself  a splendid Coach driver  and 
also a good man on horse  back  in Saddle too  
as 1 have seen him  riding on the Racecourse  
and could be beat  only by a very few 
old Billy Sissons was  another  very descent  man 
who owned a little Boat which he had   
always ready to Carry anyone  across the river for  
a Shilling EachWay so he did not do so very bad 
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If you had a Saddle horse to take across 
You put the Saddle in the Boat then So 
The horse could swim by the Bridle behind the Boat
and was led over Safely  as the  Boat did go 
he was often  asked to let the  Boat out by some  
party.s tor hire for  a day  or sometimes two 
but I never knew him once to give his consent
as he  never would allow the  Boat  out of View 
the Race Course then was  not  inclosed by any Fence  
but open free to  all who wished to Go 
it is Beautiful Situated for  a race course  as all 
who come here to  visit it does  very  well  know 
but at that time the  Stand was  Situated very bad  
as it stood on a south Eastern space 
so in the afternoon in Summer time the  Sun  
was then Just  Shinning in your  Face 
there was no Fine Building for  Grandstand 
only a few poles on which board were  laid 
to watch the horses  when they are coming home  
or to Settle any wagers they had made 
then as there  was  no charge for  admission 
but the course was  open  to  everyone Free 
very Soon after  the  course was  Fenced  all around  
then all had to pay  Each a Shilling Fee 
as there were Gates  made  for  men and horses 
also for Veichels  with their  passangers to Land  
as now the Race Club  made  plenty money  so  
now they Erected  a nice  new  Grand  stand 
the Wagga Wagga  Races  Soon became  very popular 
all round the country both far  and near 
as many men and horses come from  Melbourne  
and Sydney to our Races  here every  year 
but the thing that  made  Wagga  Wagga  Races known 
best was the running of the Great Champion Race 
for a Prize of a Thousand Soverigns First Horse and 
on Wagga Wagga Race Course the deciding Place  
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on the sixteenth day of March Eighteensixty four 
Mr. P. Keighrans Marmon was First horse 
Mr C. Kerwins Ada then was a good second 
third was Union jack then Needle best of course 
in sixty the Telegraph line was Erected here by 
Mr. David Balie who was the contractor then 
he also Built the First Bridge on the Lagoon as 
he had a staff of very skilful  men 
now there was formed here a strong company 
then to Build a Bridge across the River 
for which they obtained a charter from  Government 
for many years but not to last forever  
therefore soon they called by Tenders to Contractors 
Mr. David Balie also got the Work to do 
it just suited him very well at that time 
as he had all his men here and his Plant too 
it was a very strong structure Built on Piles 
of the very best of our colonial Woods 
and it must have been really well put Together 
as it stood many Terrable heavy Floods 
it was a Great Convenience to the people but 
their only complaint was about the costs 
as Every person had to pay his threepence 
for Every time that it he crossed 
for Each wheel on any Vehicle sixpence was Charged 
and for every horse the same charge was made 
wheather it was working in harness or saddle 
or loosely being driven or by a bridle Led 
about this time the Lachlan Gold Field Rush broke 
out when there were  many men went through 
they crossed the new Bridge at Wagga Wagga 
most from Victoria as the rush was new 
Every day they passed through in parties 
with their swags Tents and Tools in drays 
and sometimes there were whole Famlys passed 
through in all sorts of different Ways    
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at that time there were few Idle men about if  
they likes to Work they could  all get a Job 
and the daily pay for all sort of Labours work 
then was at the rate daily of ten Bob                       
but every thing was  very dear  Just then 
as the carriage on all Goods  was so high  
having then all to be brought from  Sydney or  
Melbourne the Two ports of our Supply 
soon after this  the  Snowy River rush Came  
when many men  went up to try  at that 
also another Great  Gold Field was found  where  
some Thousands  went Called the Lambing  Flat  
at that time Everything looked very prosperous  
in this Coloney  almost in every  place 
but as with  Everything there  is some Exception  
and so we have some  also here to Trace 
at the time of  all this  Great  prosperity 
there was some  men  who as in days  of  old  
that went about  the  Country daily  Robbing  all  
and Every person  who  passed  any gold 
soon they became  so very  numerous that  the 
Police they could not keep then down 
as they Sometimes Stuck up large Stations  
or stores or the  Banks  in any Town 
they were all Generally called  Bush rangers 
but they were of so many different Bands 
You would hear of the Mail Coach robbery today  
next of station  stuck up with all hands 
there Was one Band Called  Frank Gardiners Gang 
they were a very Bold  and daring  lot 
and did Some very  daring  Mail Coach robberys 
Until several of them were Shot  
when the leader himself then  got  Captured and 
wasTried and found Guilty as it appears 
not of murder but of highway Robbery under arms 
and was sentenced to thirty two years 
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there was another party then that  was called 
Ben Halls Gang With Gilbert and Dunn 
they were all Captured or shot dead in the End  
after many years of this terrable run 
but there were  Several other lots of the Same  
Sort of Bad and lawless Bands of men 
always starting up through out the Country  
was heard about  Every now  and then 
I may mention that all public houses were called  
Hotels and mostly kept by the proprietors then  
in those days they  were  not  quite so numerous  
as the most  of them were  fairly  rich men 
Mr. Thomas Turvey owned and kept the one then  
now called the  Bridge Hotel then the lowest  down  
also a Good deal of the  Surounding  lands there 
and many other  propertys about this Town 
there was also another called the Squatters Hotel  
which was occupied by Mr. Fhillips then 
he was a very Jolly and happy  sort of Landlord 
and well liked  by the  most of men 
as he was a Great  lover  of all horse racing  
and all other  kind  of  manly sport 
that caused so many  men to patronise  him 
then and so often to his house  resort 
there was also the  old Prince of Wales Hotel  
kept by James  Markey at that  time 
he was himself by  Trade  a Bricklayer 
also was an agent  for the  Sale of Lime 
there were also another called the Exchange  
kept by Mr.  McKenzie upon the Hill 
at the Back of  Byrons Australian it stood   
Where quoite matches were played with Skill  
but the largest  Hotel was the  Australian Built 
for Mr. Thomas Byrnes then it was quite new 
he was owner of the Land on the Top of the Hill 
over looking the Town with a very fine View 
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Mr· Byrnes was a large Land proprietor then 
he owned all that  Block of Land Complete 
now occupied by the stores  and three Banks 
from Johnstone down to Gurwood  Street 
altho at that  time it was not Built upon then 
but soon he built there some small shops 
in one of them Mr. Robert  Higgings  a Butcher that  
Employed Tom Castro to Sell the mutton chops 
it was there that  the Titchbourne Baronet was found 
at first when he laid claim to the Estate 
he was a very  strange Sort  of man always but 
I was Truely sorrow to hear of his Fate 
as 1 was very  well  aquainted with him here from  
the first day that  he came  about  here to Live 
and I always  knew that Castro  was an alise he took 
but his real name  he could not  Give 
I asked him once what Countryman he was  
and Englishman I am he very  quickly Said 
then I Said your  name  is more like a Foreigner but 
he told me then  that  names  were very easy made  
also he often  spoke  about being in the army and 
of being with the  officers at many  a sport 
often when he was  chaffed about  his story of the  
army and the officers he made  a wild  retort  
however I know that he  was a fairly  good shot 
as he shot here with a old Russian Rifle he had 
a Diver on the Lagoon one day with a Bullet  
which I thought was  not so very Bad 
there was also a Hotel on the North Side then 
Which was then Called the Black Swan  
and it was kept then by Harry Moxham  
Who was a very Funny little man 
and was always playing Tricks  or Jokes 
when ever he could get the  Chance 
but he was very  well liked  by  Everybody 
as he always tried the Town to advance 
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I was told that he came here with a circus 
owned by a man they  Called Tinker Brown 
where John Healy was then Ringmaster  
and Harry Moxham was the Clown  
another Hotel that  was  here then is the  
old Farmers Home  on the Tarcutta road 
at that time Bullock drays  were  passing daily  
both ways some  were  Empty  other  with a load  
it was owned  and kept  by Isaac Chaplain 
a very good and kind  hearted little man 
he was known far  and near for his good cheer  
as he always  had  a welcome for Every one 
he had good paddocks of his own then  
also there was  plenty good open space 
so many Bullock Tearns  use to camp there 
and many Teamsters dinned at his place  
the first Minister of the  Church of England  
was the Rev. R.W.  Young placed here 
he was not considered what you call very popular 
here then as he was  somewhat austere 
as he was a Great  man then for land grabbing  
and attended  all the  Crown Sales of Land 
for to purchase  the  Town allotments which his 
members then  could never  understand 
Soon the Congregation began to fall away 
and Some of the  members Spoke their  mind .  
then after due consideration of the matter  with  
the Church Wardens he very soon resigned 
he was Succeeded by  the  Rev. Charles Fox now  who 
Was a very kind and christian man 
and admired all about the  district Generally 
by all different Creeds  as he visited every one  
soon the congregation filled the  Church again  
and things in General began  to advance   . 
now as this Minister had a Wife  and Family 
to keep they  Built  for him  a new Mance 
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It was Built up in Bayliss Street Newtown 
but 1 am very Sorrow here to relate 
that a Sad callamity occured to the Family there 
and Every one in  this town mourned  their  Fate  
it was a case of  Diphtheria which all the Best of the 
medical Skill here  was  completly defied as all 
within the cou.rse of  one  week  Mrs· Fox and three of  
her young Children there then  all Died 
as Every person  knows that  was  a very heavy Trial  
and quite Enough  to breack any mans heart 
therefore now  the  Rev. Mr. Fox resigned  his Charge of the 
Church  and  from this  Town did depart 
there was no presbeterian Church here yet  
nor any Weslean  Chapel Just then  made 
but there was  Sometimes Service held in the 
Court house by some visiting Clergyman Instead  
I know that the Rev. Mr. Fitzgerald use to Come  
often down  from Tummut to preach here 
he was the only  presbeterian Minister near us then 
I always tried to go to him to hear 
he came down here  generally on horseback as  
there were very  few Buggeys here then 
and he often stayed a night or day at some  
station to speak  with the working men 
he was a real Sincere good  and christian man 
and well liked by all both rich  and poor 
as he Travelled  much about in this  district then 
Where Ever he went he was of Welcome Sure 
1 cannot say much about the Roman Catholic Chapel 
as I never at any time did enter  that  place  
there Was a Priest  here  Called Father Bermingham 
Who always appeared to be a Gentleman of Grace 
as then there were plenty of that Persuation here   
who always did attend well to Mass   
as you could always see Every  Sunday morning 
going both old and young of  Everv Class 
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the First National School Built  here was then 
wnere the Reverine Clube stands  here now 
Mr· Polton  was  the  First  School  Master  there 
a Good  Teacher  was  as parents will  alow 
the Scholars were  not  very  numerous then  
 the Fees there were  so very  dear 
being two  Shillings weekly for  Each Scholar  
which on poor  parents was  so Severe 
however it Gave  great  Satisfaction to all who  
had Familys Growing up in this  place 
to know that  they could Get  their  Children  Schooling  
altho at the heavy coast they must Face 
as the population was  Increasing now  very fast  
and all about  the  Town new houses  were spread  
the Storekeepers and  publicans were  doing well  
which is a sign of most prosperous Trade 
now Since the  new Bridge was  fairly complete 
there now was no Trade done by the punt 
therefore as all the Traffic now crossed by the Bridge  
the Business of  punt was completly defunct 
Harry Moxham was the proprietor of the Punt 
but the man that worked it was  Mick Conway 
as his Services  was no  longer wanted there now  
he found a better situation almost straight away  
as he got the  Situation as Fireman at Mr· Nixons 
then who had the  only  Steam Flour Mill 
Michael Conway was at that time a very steadyman 
and attended dilligently his  duty to fulfill 
about that time Richard Heydon came here and  
also another man  named Wilson his mate 
they started work here  both as Wheelwrights 
in Gurwood Street and got  along  firstrate 
as they were both young and Single men then 
and they were both very good workmen Too 
in a very short time they became well known        
here and soon got plenty work there to do
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In time Richard Heydon then got married here 
To Settle here now for good then to Stay 
when his part Wilson got married also then 
but he took Sick and by Death  was took away  
then two Brothers Came. here Called Emblen and 
they both were Blacksmiths then by Trade 
the one was named Joseph and the other was Jeremiah
 but the latter  one soon  from  this  Town  Fled 
Joseph was a very Steady and hard working man  
who married and Settled down here to Stop 
and kept steady  always working diligently on  
in Gurwood Street in his Blacksmiths shop  
Joseph was well known for years here as a very  
Good member of the oddfellows lodge here 
and always tried  his  very  best  to  keep all the  
Lodge members strictly to their laws to adhere  
Thomas Hodson and Charles Hardy came here now  
they were in company as Contractors then 
when they came  here  first it was  to Build the Jail  
and they Employed a Good  many  men 
they Built the  Australian Joint Stock  Bank too 
also the new Court house here then 
as they were very  large contractors they had  
always kept a staff of  good  working men 
they also had Brickyards here of their  own  
and lime killn for  the  Burning of  Lime 
also they had a very  large  Timber  yard and 
Got in large quantities at a Time  
they got a Steam  Engine  and a Saw  mill plant  
which they Erected out at Cowabbie Station  
where they cut Colonial Timber of Every sort 
which in Prices made quite a reformation 
as you  Could now  get  Timber from  them by order
of Every kind cut  to any length or Size 
you could always get  whatever you wanted  
there as got in almost daily  new  Supplies 
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which was a Great Benefit  to this Town as 
it was almost constantly daily required 
therefore you could almost trust  to get it 
Supplied at any time that you desired 
And you Could get it rough or get it plained 
At a small difference in the price 
It was very convenient for every person
as the dressed timber looked so nice 
mention now  here that Mr. Charles Hardy had 
agreed to Settle down with his Family here 
he is Still hale and hearty yet but retired from 
Business after a Term of over Forty years 
also Mr. Thomas  Hodson has retired  many years ago 
he was one of our  first Town Councilors  then  
also was the Second Mayor chosen in the Town  
and known as one of our leading  men 
he also was a married man but  had no Family  
as his Wife  was  very  delicate and long very ill  
altho this lady had  every care and comfort 
with the very best  of Medical Skill 
after many long years of sore  Suffering  
this kind and good Christian Lady Died 
after many Changes of climates and every 
medical remedy had been duly Tried 
I may tell you that the Land where on the  
convent now  stands was in those  days 
was then the little Farm and dwelling house 
occupied by the  Family of old John May.s 
it is called the presentation Convent now as 
it has Passed through so many  hands  
l remember well  the  very  day that  it was Sold 
by old John May  as many well  understand 
to William Griffiths Evans then the purchaser 
for the Sum of  Sixty Pound  . 
when after a year or two resold it again 
now at a good profit a buyer was found
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in Mr Phelan the miller up at Oberne who 
paid for it two hundred and fifty pounds then 
after some years he held it in his own possession 
it changed hands to another person yet who 
now it was purchased by Mr A. G. Jones who 
was a Great dealer of Lands about here 
he gave the large sum  of Eight hundred  pounds   
for it which Sum looked to be so very dear 
but he must have been a very good Judge of property 
as he very soon sold  it well again at all Events 
to Mr. John Donelly for fifteen hundred pounds who 
Gave it in a present to the Convent 
on the occation of a pic-nic that was held once 
out near to where the Lake now Stands 
after all the Sports of the days pleasure  was 
nearly over it was agreed to by all hands 
that before they left  the Spot that  they  should  
agree to Give the pleasure Spot  a name 
that it might be known in years to Come 
as a place of pleasure to be known to Fame  
therefore it was proposed to call it after the  
Prince Consort known as Albert the Good 
so there and then it was christned Lake Albert  
and ever Since that time  so it had stood 
this place at that time  was called the  Swampy plain  
but soon after Sir John Robertsons Land Act 
many Settlers took up the Lands there  about  
and reared up Families who  went out  back 
among the First Settlers  there was Morgan Power  
who reared up a large Family there  then 
of which most of the Girls are now  married there  
also the Boys then are now all married men 
the Baker Family also were very numerous too  
all natives Born there around the Lake 
ad the Grahams Five Sons were  all married men 
With large Familys their name.s to partake 
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besides the Famlys of Baker Power and Grahams 
there were also George and William Wild 
and another large Family of  the Angles who got 
married soon with others and were reconciled 
also near by lived Isaac Annison and his Wife 
with their Family of young Girls and Boys 
they were known as a very Industrious family  
and noted around  for their merry  noice 
old Ike himself was  a very  Jolly little man  
but a terrable man  to ball and Shout 
you would hear him  when you Could not  See him 
if he was any where near then  about 
he was always very  bussey Employed at Work  
should you visit him at any time  of  day 
and he always  Seemed to be quite  happy  to see 
his Boys and Girls at their  merry  play 
now all the Family are married and gone away  or  
on the Lands here are Settled around 
and Inter married  with different other  families 
So in Several an Annison will be found 
I must not forget to mention the Vincents are  
one of the oldest  Familys Settled here 
and William Vincent a son married Miss  Annison 
so now the Familys are united it would apear  
also there was  another Family  Called Morton  
all are natives of the  place  around the Lake 
one of them is married to an Annison too so the 
name they wont likely  soon Forsake 
when first we Came here to Settle down 
my Wife and me our Family was but  two 
and everything Seemed very  strange to us  
and our neighbours then were only  Few 
then our nearest neighbour was the Hogans 
and a deasent  good Family  were  they 
o1d Patrick himself  was  a Tailor by Trade 
and made Stock mens Trowsers many a day 
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they had a few milk cows  for Family use then and  
also some working  Bullock for plough and dray 
as they only cultivated a few acres to Grow Wheat for 
Flour to Bake their Bread then not like as to day 
all the ploughing was done by Bullocks here then and  
only the old Wood Swing plough then was used 
many time you would See a Girl Guide the plough 
and another drive the Team along be amused 
I have Seen young Hannah Hogan go fall a Tree  
for Firewood also go and cut it all up well 
then yoke of Four Bullocks to the Dray and then Load 
it on the Dray for home from where it fell 
but She was not the only Girl in Country  that  
can do this Sort of work as well as plenty  men  
as the most of Familys reared up here about  do  
have to try Sometimes now and then 
as at harvest time when Every one is bussey  occupied 
in fine weather all trying  to Save the Crops 
they all go out in the Mornings at the  rising of the  Sun 
and work all day with very little Stops 
as there was no Machines  for Reaping then  here  
but all was done then by the reaping  hooks  
and the bands were made of straw by hand 
to tie the sheaves ready for the Stooks 
when all the Grain was Gathered in and Stacked it  
had then to be Threshed out by the Flail 
and afterwards cleaned of chaff by riddle and seive  
when Ever the Wind blew  in a Gentle  Gale 
at that time the Small Farmers  Life was dreary and  
uncertain from the time  he Sowed the  Seed 
as it all depended upon the weather that came 
wheather it would Grow Grain or be Cattle Feed 
therefore the Farmers Living was very uncertain 
as there is so much on chance to depend 
and their mind is ever anciously occupied daily 
about some work to which they must attend 
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but now a Great Change has come  Entirely about 
Since new Machinery of every sort is made 
to do Every sort of work in General agriculture 
so Farming now day.s has become  quite  a Trade 
now instead of the old Single Furrow  Swing ploughs  
that were used here then in those  Early days 
they now use four Furrow ploughs  at work here 
regularly with horses and Waggons for Bullock drays  
therefore now the Farmers work isvery different now  
from what it was Six and Forty years  ago 
but at that time Wheat Coast a Pound  a Bushel then 
but now the price has come down very  low  
another neighbour was Thomas Baker and Family  
they were English people from Surry or Kent 
he was a good Farming man himself but  
his Wife didnt always to his work  consent 
she was a real good manager in her Family  affairs 
and conducted her household  always very well 
but Sometimes there were little Experiments Tried in 
Growing some crops that he did not always tell 
their Family were all grown up and married but 
only a Son and a Daughter were at home now 
the son he plough.d the Land and worked a Team of 
Bullocks the Daughter sometimes milked a Cow 
They were real good neighbours here for many years 
And were realy Comfortable and very well to do 
But after many years of residence Farming hereabout 
When they Selected some pastures then a new 
Then we had another very Good old neighbour here 
His Name was John Brewer a Batchelor he was 
He was an English man Born and bred himself 
But also was a cripple by some accidental Cause 
Old John was very well known all around here as 
So many Bullock Teams at his place did stop 
As he kept accommodation paddocks many years here 
And therefore Seldom tried to grow any Crop 
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he was always very carefull  and Industrious  
of any lncorme  that he ever made 
if you put in the paddocks a Team of Bullocks or a 
Single horse at night next mornning 1t was Paid  
altho the price he charged was only very small 
about three pence a head for each night 
and he always tried to collect it most  regularly 
before they were gone away out of sight 
poor old John would have been very lonely there 
by himself but he got another man 
to live with him for company and to assist 
him in doing anything that he can 
he had a nice little vegetable Garden  there too 
where he grew plenty of nice green peas 
also Cabbages Carrotts Turnips and onions well  
he also had some very choice Fruit Trees 
he always kept a lot of good laying Fowls there 
and Generally had a good pig in the sty 
which he usually managed to fatten up very well 
for the Ham and Bacon at home to Fry 
he had an old chestnut mare that he called Jenny 
which he often himself used to ride 
she was very cunning sort of animal and 
knew him well by mounting off Side 
being lame on one leg the mare seemed to know he 
was to mount and always quietly did stop 
to let him get Seated Safely and Securely in the Saddle 
and never would try to rear up but prop 
George Harris was the man that lived with old 
John Brewer for many a long year 
Although he sometimes went away to work about 
For a time he back again would soon appear 
He went up to the Snowy River diggings once 
But soon returned as it was so very cold 
And he said he was unfortunate in going there 
As he could not find a single speck of gold 
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he went  sometime  after that to the Lamming Flat  
where he worked  for Several months  there 
then returned back to old John Brewers again  
with a few odd Pounds now to spare 
so now he Settled  down here for good to live 
quite contentedly here with  old John Brewer 
as he understood  when old John should Die he  
would Get the Farm left to him Secure 
but for many long years they lived together 
they both Seemed to be happy and content  
until old John took a Severe Sickness and  
in a few  weeks time fairly off  he went 
in left  a will in favour George Harris then 
so George kept the old Farm very well 
for many years afterwards until he was by 
Some person then ill advised to Sell 
another old Neighbour that lived near by us then 
Called James Rae a Scotchman by Birth 
he had been in the army in his young days so  
he was now  generally very fond of mirth 
he was a widower now  with a Family Grown  up  
of two Daughters  and one only Son 
they were  altogether  living  very comfortably then 
but left  him and home Soon one by one 
as both the Girls Soon got married to men  
and his Son William  of a Feaver he Died 
so now old James Rae was left  himself  lonely  
but his Courage  all troubles  quite  defied 
as he attended to all his household work  as 
to cooking Washing and also Baking Bread 
as well as any woman Could ever do the  work  
and attend to Work  his garden by hoe and Spade  
I knew him for many long years afterwards 
to live there and Seemed always Contented to be  
and always appeared happy  at work in the Garden  
but Sometimes he would Get on the spree 
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he was a terrable man to Curse and Swear and  
his oaths  were often something new 
also he would often  tell some very droll yarns  
but you could never trust them to be true  
however he was a very good obliging Neighbour  
altho he was known to have a curious way 
in Speaking or in dealing in all his Transactions  
to his Death at the age of Eighty  old James Rae  
now I got the material for a new  Dwelling house  
for my Wife and Family in Eighteen Sixty  one  
and then commenced  the Building of it here by  
myself according  to my own  plan 
as my Father Gave me six acres of his Land 
to cultivate and make a home thereon 
so that  my Wife  and our Family would all be  
quite comfortable by ourselves alone 
I got on fairly well with the new Building  
But in putting up a Wall plate in its place 
an accident occured to me by its slipping  of  
the post when it Struck me on the Face 
as it was a Square Beam and very heavy too 
also the timber  was then only Green 
I then being by myself only working there  
mv accident was not by anybody  Seen  
however I managed to get home  in Safety  and  
found that my left  Jaw  then was Broke 
and my face Show .d a fearful Gapping  wound 
but after  it was dress.d then I spoke 
as my Wife wanted to send in for the Doctor  now 
but I did not  want  him  to come 
as it was so very Expensive to bring  him out 
so I lay holding  tt with my fingers  and thumb  
for a time the pain was something awful so 
I passed through a real Sleepless night 
and to my Wife my Father  and my Mother 
it Gave them all a Terrable Fright
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but in a few  days the worst  was all over as  
the wound began to heal up very Fast 
as still I tried with my hands to close up the 
wound it closed up together  well at last 
as my teeth  one one Side was now  was all Broken 
1 never again could manage to whistle  
therefore then working anytime by myself I  
never try to be in any hurry or Bustle 
in about four weeks the wound  was heald up now 
and I was at work again once more 
but am now  always  very Cautious and make Sure 
not to do what I once had done before 
when I put up that  wall plate now  there again 
I made the one End of it Securely Fast 
by a piece of rope to keep it Safely there  
until the other End to its place is passed  
now in time the house was quite Finished  
and then I got Sunk a draw  well 
where we got good water  at thirty Feet deep 
so now  I was able to take a little Spell 
the next thing I wanted  now  was a Garden  
so now  I trenched  a few  rods of the Land  
and put in some very good Fruit Trees there 
and any Sort of Vegetables that  was at hand  
now  I had to Erect a fence for the cultivation  
when the time  came to put in a crop 
I got a man with a Team to do the ploughing to 
Sow the Wheat and well harrow on the Top  
while the crop of wheat  was Growing now 
I worked hard for many a long day  
in falling  trees and cutting them  up  
to clear them out of the Way 
now we got some Fowls and Ducks 
and also a good milking cow 
when I got up the  yard and Bail and  
a pig Stye we got a Breeding  sow 
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I always found plenty work in the Garden  
for any time that I had got to Spare 
as the weeds always kept Growing so fast  
among the Seeds that  were planted there  
and the Fowls  were very troublesome  there  
then until I got it all well Inclosed 
altho we had cut Every one of their wings 
Still on the Garden plants they Imposed 
but now  the crop of wheat  was Growing  fast  
and many of the Fowls  went there to lay  
altho we had for them a good Fowl house  
they much better liked to lay their Eggs away  
however when we could not find the Eggs 
the hens in time came home with  their Chicks 
so we Generally had to Excuse the hens  
for playing us those cunning sort of Tricks  
now the wheat crop was Getting ripe and  
so it had to be reaped and tied 
then it was Set up in the field in Stooks 
until it got thoroughly  dried 
when it was ready then to put in Stack  
it was now  carried in by the dray 
and Built upon the straddle of wood  
there to keep all the damp away  
when I got time  to thresh it out and  
that was always  by the Flail done 
on the Ground made firm  and smooth  where 
the Sheaves were Spread out in the Sun  
all the Threshing  was Generally done then  
in the Summer time in the Suns heat 
as the Grain came out more freely then and 
the Chaff  parted better  from  the Wheat 
after Several days work  at the Threashing then 
the Wheat  was Getting much in the  way 
so it had to be caved up now  at once until 
the first  chance came of a windy  day 
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as then it could be put all in Bags and 
Carefully stored away from rain 
until all the Threshing was completed  
when it was now  all cleaned again 
when it was all thoroughly  cleaned now  
it was put in Bags and Sewd up full 
and ready for Sale now  when it was wanted 
also Some Bags for Flour at the mill 
I use to Get plenty of Work then at Fencing or 
in the splitting  of Posts and rails 
as I was always  willing to try my hand  
at any sort of Work that then prevails 
it was about this time that Mr. Macleay  
purchased the Land near to the Lake 
on which he was to form a new Vineyard 
also he Intended there good Wine to make 
now the Ground there had to be all Trenched by 
hand to the depth of two  Feet deep 
and the price agreed upon Per Rod to be at  
the rate of Eight Shillings a Rod Complete  
it was then let out to men in Sections of 
a quarter acre Blocks to Each man 
so then I took one Section up for myself  and  
finished it well according to the plan 
as there were Eight acres altogether  to be 
Trenched altho it was not all let 
until I was finished  with all my Section  
then I took  what  more I could Get 
now  as the Trenching  was all finished  up 
the Vines now  was to be planted 
James McAuley a Gardiner took that Job  
and he found  another man was  wanted 
so he asked me to go and work  for him to 
assist to plant  and Stake the Vines 
that work occupied us both about a month  
and then we had very bussey times 
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as Each Section was Set out quite true  
in straight  and Equal lines 
and planted Each six feet apart then 
between the stakes to tie the Vines  
after that  work  was now  all completed  
returned home for a little  spell 
and found plenty  of work to do there then 
as my Wife  was then was not very well  
however I am very pleased to mention it  
was not a very Serious matter 
as in the course of a few  days more she 
presented me with  another Daughter   
and pleased I am to have to say that  
both mother and child are doing well 
so you can See our Family is Increasing 
now I have little  time for a Spell  
therefore I had to be always  Careful and  
keep on Constantly  in Toiling 
to Earn Sufficent supplies for home to  
keep our Family pots then Boiling 
now about this time it occured to me when a  
thought Came then in my head 
as there  was no Foundry near here then 
that  I should Start in my own  Trade 
then soon I put up a Small wooden  Building  
here and a Small Couplo I may tell 
with a Fan Blast I drove by hand power 
which then acted fairly  well 
I had to do all work with Charcoal as  
no Coke was then here to be got 
and the only mettal available then  was  
old Exle Boxes or some old Broken pot  
however I managed  fairly  well after  a trial  
and met  with some dificulty.s for a time 
in Getting my moulding Sand in good Temper 
and also in Gathering  Shells for the lime 
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I started first to make some Barrow Wheels  
as they were then both Scarse and dear 
so I could be Sure to Sell then well as  
they were much wanted about here 
in those Early days it was different  here 
to what the ways here are Just now 
as there was only but very few Indeed who  
had ever used or owned  an Iron Plough 
about the last Job done in my Foundry was  
I can remember it well Just now 
the casting a new body for Mr. J. Gormly.s  
first the only Iron Single furrow  plough 
at that time the body was a Solid Casting 
with a point on which the Share is  
put not like the ploughs are now being made  
with the mallable Iron leaver foot 
therefore Should the Share foot Get Broken 
the whole ploughs use was at an End  
as the Cast Iron when it was parted  
no Blacksmiths here Could mend 
the Iron ploughs then was not Suitable 
for Bullock Tearns we can understand  
but Specially made for horses to Work  
on all new  and very rooty  land 
about this time things  was rather dull here 
and little  work  was being then done 
also an Increase to our Family came then  
as my Wife  now  had got another Son  
that was in the month  of June Sixty  four  
when the days here is only very short 
I thought of going away down to Sydney  
then to Work for my Family to Support 
as I had to Scotland  Sent for a Sister in Law  
and was to go there to meet her Land 
So by workmg there in Sydney then I thought 
I Could meet her Landing you can understand 
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on the Sixth of July I started on the road 
Intending to travell on foot all the way  
about nine Oclock I left in the morning 
I remember it came on a very wet day 
when I got to the Lower Tarcutta  public house 
1 asked to Get Supper and also a Bed but 
but the Land Lady Mrs. Bannatine she told me  
the house was full already now  She Said 
now all my clothes was quite wet through 
and I myself  felt very verry Cold 
I then asked her for a Glass of Rum  
which I knew  well She Sold 
when I went  out to light my pipe 
and on the Verandah.s Shelter Stood  
a Gentleman Called me in next door 
and asked me there to have some Food 
he asked me where I Came from to day  
from Wagga Wagga Township I Said  
then tis very hard to tell you now 
that you cannot Get supper nor a Bed 
now have a drink and dry your clothes  
and Stay here with us this night 
but the Land Lady heard what he Said 
and it Gave her a Terrable fright 
then she Called me out and kindly  Said  
now Sir your Bed is all made and ready  
as she heard what  Judge Blake had Said  
he would  make Hotels more Steady 
as I arose Early the next  morning  well and 
found my clothes  were fairly  dry 
I had a little Early Breakfast then and  
started on the road for Gundagai 
when I got there the punt  was stoped 
as the River was flooded  up too high 
but a Boat was got ready for use then for  
me and others that  wished  to Try 
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when I passed through Gundagai then  
the Diggings  were in full Swing 
but I kept diligently on my road as I 
was going for quite a different  thing 
I passed by Coolac on the road to Jugiong  
where I stayed there for that night 
then on by Bogalong to reedy Creek then 
to Bowning  the roads were all right  
through Yass then on the way to Gunning  
then to Goulbourn on the Eight day 
so I Steadly went  on the road to Pickton 
when there I got on the Railway 
I met Dick Heydon with his Wife and Child  
returning back to Wagga Wagga that  day 
with his goods an chattels and chest of Tools 
driving along with  a horse and new Tip dray  
now I got down to Sydney safe I went  to see  
then in Pyrmont  a very old Friend of mine 
who got me a Job of Work next day to do 
if I choose therefore  with  little loss of Time 
it was to work  in a Ship Building yard where  
a new  Steam Boats keel was Just laid 
there I went  in as a Labourer then and did 
not look for any work than at my Trade 
I was only working there about one week  
when working came near to a stand 
as they  had not a Smith to dress up the Tools 
then they asked me if I would take it in Hand  
that  to me then was very little trouble  as I  
often done plenty of that sort of work before  
and it caused a great difference of my pay as  
it brought me in a few  Shillings  more 
when I was not  at the Bellows or anvil I 
was always willing to lend any one a hand  
and assist  with help when it was  wanted 
at any work doing you can well understand 
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now as I was in Steady Employment there 
I wrote a letter to my Wife at home 
to let her know  that  I would  meet her Sister  
here on the say her ship would  Come 
the Vessel she was comming  out by was a  
Clipper Ship Called the Wanatta  by name  
So I always kept a good look out until 
the very day that  this Vessel Came 
then I went  and Saw sister landed Safely  
and Lodged in the Government  Depot  
until she went  to some Situation  or 
with her Friends if she wished to go 
she took a Situation then in Sydney with 
Mrs. Ellis over in Colledge Street 
until we could make our arangements  
to return to Wagga my Wife to meet  
then I use to go over there to meet her  
of an evening and have a long talk 
and the Sundays afternoons  then we  
often use to go out for a good walk 
I still kept on working in my Employment  
until the Boat was Built complete 
after the Vessel had been Launched  now  I 
assisted to fix  in her Boiler & Engine Seat 
now it was near the end of November  month as 
I was aranging Soon that we should go away  
on the road for home again to Wagga Wagga  
as I wanted to be there before new  years day 
therefore we left  Sydney  early one morning and 
sent our luggage  by a Team on the road 
so when we should  arive at the  Railway  Station  
at picton the  Team  would have  on its load 
as there  were  another  Family  travelling up  
we had good company nearly  all the  way 
until we got up to Gundagai they  left  us there 
to go out  to a station on a Bullock  dray 
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we Came on to Adelong Crossing that  night                                          
and Tarcutta the fowling day we past 
now we had down hill travelling all the way  
then on to Wagga  Wagga and my home at last  
when we got home  then  we  were both  tired  as  
the weather then  was so very dry and hot 
you may  well know  when  we all first  met  at 
home of the very happy  welcome then  we got  
my Wife  and children were all so glad to see me  
as I had been from  them  so long away 
and their  aunt she brought presents  to all of them  
so they  now  were all very noicy  at play 
now I fired  off a Pistol Shot then to let my Father  
and Mother  know  that  we were  Come 
so very soon they both  Came down  to see us  
then my Father and me had a drop of Rum  
after my return  now  from  Sydney  for  weeks 
I stayed at home quietly and took a rest 
as it was coming on for the Christmas Holidays  
then and new  year was near I thought it best 
so after  the new  year was fairly  well Comenced 
I considered then what I was going to do 
so I thought about  going  into  the  Town to Live  
as there  was  always plenty  work I knew 
then I wanted to get  a dwelling house  in Town 
but then  they  were  Scarce  you  will  understand  
I then went to work for Dr. A.B. Morgan who  
Sold to me a half acre Block of Land 
thereon I Built  a dwelling house  of my own  
and lived  there  in it for many  a day 
as the  Dr. was  always a good Friend to me  
he also Gave me then  Several years to pay  
now when I went into  the  Town to live I  
Genrally got plenty work there to do 
as then  I was  not  too  particular about  what  
sort of work but  took the  first I got  in View 
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I worked for Sometime for Mr. Thomas Hodson  
who  was a Master Builder here then 
he was in partnership  with Mr. C. Hardy 
and they both Employed a lot of men 
1 also worked for Sometime with Mr. G. Arnott  
when he was a Building Contractor  here too 
I helped him with Several Cottages in Building 
also Mr. Shaw .s store he Built that  when new 
I had also got the Company.s Bridge to attend too 
when any flood  was in the River here 
and when the water rose to a certain height 
I had to keep the peirs of the Bridge clear  
it was Generally in the winter  time that I 
was wanted there in the worst  time of year  
to keep off all drifitng  wood and floating  Logs 
from accumulating on any single peir 
I attended to that work for many years  
and many a time both by night  & day 
but I was always  well remunerated by the 
company as they never Grudged my pay 
then if the flood continued  here for many days  
and I should want  any assistance then 
I was Supposed to find my own assistant 
but the company  always  paid the men  
for many years I always  had Hy Gaffney  
and Sometimes  another man or two 
but it was not every man that  was Suited 
then for this kind of work to do 
as they  must not be frightened at any time  
for wetting of their clothes  or their  feet 
as it was usual to be wet  through all day 
in the many various Jobs we had to meet 
I was on the Bridge during the Seventy flood  
with Harry Gaffney  and three  other men 
and we all had plenty  of work  to do there  as 
then the River rose so very quickly then 
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there was a terrable lot of logs comming down  
with hundreds  of Dead cattle and sheep 
which kept us all in full Employment 
now the Bridge of all them  clear to keep  
as the River still kept on rising up as 
it rose above our highest  Flood mark 
now the  water  was all over the streets  in Town 
as the  weather  was wet  then the nights  very dark 
there were Boats pulling about then Everywhere  
trying then the Flooded people to rescue  
all the day through  and at night  as well 
it was Indeed a dismal sight to review 
that flood now  is near forgotten here about as it is  
thirty seven years have since passed away 
as it was on the twenty Eight day of April 1870 
therefore Sunday last was its anaversary  day 
it may look strange to read this that  lve wrote  
but here now  I will most plainly  state 
that I was over three Score and ten years old 
when this  from my memory  I now  relate 
I may tell also that I worked for Mr.  J. Chapman 
at the Building of his new Flour Mill 
but like many other changes in the Town now  
an Iron Foundry is in that  Building  still 
I mind it was in the month of March Sixty Eight 
when the Duke of Edinburgh was shot 
that very day we  were rivitting up the Boiler  
when by Telegrahm Came the news  we got 
I was constantly Employed there for many months 
until all the Buildings  there  were  complete 
then assisting  with the  fitting up the machinery  
of the  mill through out ready to Grind the Wheat  
when I left  the Employment of Mr.  J. Chapman  
now I Started in a shop to work  at my Trade 
as a Brass founder  also Lock and Gunsmith  
while there  a fairly good living was made 
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I started Business in the old shop left by Tom Castro  
the Butcher Baronett  when he left  this Town 
that old shop is still  well remembered here yet  
which I occupied until it was took  down 
it stood  in Gurwood Street  where now  the 
Butchery Shop of Mr. Hanson now stands 
it was purchased by Mr. Shaw to Build on it  
the fine Block known as Titchbourn Lands 
I occupied the primises for Several years and 
always got a fair share of work  there to do 
as I repaired Fire arms of all kinds also Locks & keys  
and many other Jobs also Gun Stocks  a few 
I done all sorts of Jobing work there then and 
Sometimes I Turned for Boys their Peg Tops 
as they  would  rather pay more for my make of  
them than what  was sold out of any shops 
I also now rented a part of the primises there 
to two  men Tinsmiths named Smith  & Jaye  
they worked  next  door to my shop some years  
when the Land was sold they  went  over the  way  
about this time  my poor old Father took  Sick 
and confined to his Bed till he Died 
now as my Mother was left  by herself  alone I 
removed with our Family  and the Home  occupied 
it was the month of July  the year Eighteen  Seventy  two  
now we have resided  here for many  a year 
and kept  my Dear old aged Mother in comfort 
till her Death which also took  place here 
I may mention here when we went into Town to Live  
that our children then  did consist of Five 
and three of them  were  Boys the other  two Girls  
but another Son to us did very Soon arive 
about that  time  the first  minister stationed here 
was the Rev. Thomas  Craig he Lived  in Foxbury Hall 
he belonged to the old Established Church of Scotland  
then and he often at our house  did Call 
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he had then to visit  all this district  round  
at the time  that  he was  Stationed up here 
the  Service  then  was  always held in the Court house  
for the time  being  a period of about  to year 
our infant Son William was christned by Mr. T. Craig  
in Eighteen  Sixty  Eight on November last  day 
he also attended his Funeral when  he Died here in  
Eighteen  Seventy  Just  before  he left  to go away  
but  soon the new  Presbeterian Church  was Built  
on the Land that  was Granted  on Church Hill 
and the Rev. Robert Falconer then was chosen  
the  first  minister  the Pulpit  to Fill 
he was a young  man then but  an able preacher 
the congregation at first  was not  very large  
but it kept  going on still steady Increasing 
for Several years while  under R. Falconers charge 
now  Mr. Falconer soon after  he got Settled up here  
purchased the Land that  was vacant  near by 
where he Built  a Mance  for his Family  to live in  
for convenience and the Church being  so nigh  
when  the Church  was  Built  and duly  opened  a  
Caretaker  better  known as the  ministers man 
to  open doors  Light  up and clean the  church seats  
and Ring the  Bell I was chosen  as the  first  one 
I kept  that  Situation there  for  Several years  then 
altho  the  Salary  allowed was  only  very  Small 
as the  Church then  was  lighted up with kerosine  
it took  me on Saturday afternoons to do it all 
a Gentleman residing here then named McGiauchlan 
made  a present to the  Church of  a new Bell  
he was  managing a store  in the  Town then  
for  a company their  name  I cannot tell 
about that time the  Lodge  of  the  Sons of Temperance 
was  formed here by  a few good  men 
as members to aid the Cause of Temperance here  
which was very  much needed  here Just then 
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among the first  chosen officers  were J. Chapman W.P.  
A. Cruickshank  H. Eastwick  myself among others 
J. Turner J. McAuley W.G. Evans J. Perryman Wm. Whittle 
J. Hely and F. Ohlsen and others worthy Brothers 
J. Bentley P. Shordern Wm. Matthews J.J. McGrath 
H. Baylis F. Tompson and P. Lamb were members 
H. Wilkins was Secretary J. Gray was Treasurer then  
for a Term of time as well yet I can remember 
I was a member of the order for many years 
and would have remained a member still 
but through a Severe attack  of Rheumitism  was  
advised to leave the Order by medical Skill 
when I look back to years long past now  
the members livmg here are only a few 
as death has cla1med a great many of them 
the good old members that  we knew  
about the Same time there was held here  
the first meeting to Form a Town  Band 
when Mr. Simpson was chosen as Bandmaster  
and took them under his Guiding hand 
I thought they got on fairly well at first when  
all of the members now  had learned to play  
upon their vanous kinds of musical Instruments  
so very different to what  is used to day 
Dick Heydon played the Ophiclyde  for Bass and 
Harry Strauss he played the Tenner horn 
Jas. Pike and Ed Stidworthy they had Cornetts  
and James Clarke the Slide Trombone 
M. Simpson led with the E Flat Clarionette 
Joe Thompson beat the Kettle drum 
myself and Jas. McAuley both  had Clarionetts  
and old Tom Jones had the Big drum 
Fred Heather also played a Slide Trombone 
and George Crowder with a Sax horn 
So when all the Instruments were in unison  
the music then was nearly  uniform 
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the people now  wanted a municipality to be here  
formed in Town  with a council Elected there 
composed of three Wards with three aldermen to Each  
from which they  Should Choose the Mayor 
after many Stormy  meetings held in the Wards 
the Election of the aldermen was held then  
and they  were very fortunate in Selection  
for the first  Town  Council nine good men 
George Forsyth was Chosen as the first Mayor 
and gave a great Banquet then in Town 
to the aldermen and other leading citizens  
on the occation then his honor to Crown 
F.A. Tompson was chosen to be the Council Clerk 
and he proved to be a very able man 
as he held that  Situation  here for many years  
and arranged the Council Books on his plan  
then he had to value all the rateable propertys  
of the Town and also to collect  all rates 
when the Council met at every meeting  then he  
had to attend there to note all their debates  
about the time the Town  was lncorperated first  
there was Great complaints in the Town 
about the high Tolls charged  on the Bridge then  
and the people wanted them  lowr.d down 
then the charge  was for each foot passanger  three  
pence going or coming over Either Way 
which was  very hard on people  living North 
when going to post  a letter  had to pay 
for every wheel  on any Veichle  a Sixpense Each  
the Same for Each Horse driving or Led 
four pence Each per head of Horned  Cattle and  
pigs goats  & sheep at a penny  per Head 
as the company would not  lower the charges  
the people now  began to well  consider 
what other plan  was best  to follow now  here  
to obtain a cheaper  way  to cross  the River
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so a meeting was held and a plan agreed to then  
that  in Summer  time  when the river is Low 
with plenty hands  at work  with Casks and planks  
in one Night a way  was made across to go 
next morning many people  were Surprised to See  
both footmen and horsemen  crossing  the planks  
as the Land is low  on the Northern Side but on 
this Side so high they had to slope down the Banks  
now  the Bridge company  were very wrath at this as  
the constructors who  were never known 
altho nearly every man in Town  assisted then  
but to working there no one would ever own  
that only lasted  for a week or two as the river  
Soon then again commenced to rise 
when all the Casks and planks  were Floating 
now and left  the people about as Wise 
but sometime after  another  skeam  was tried  here  
by a Free punt  to be worked on the  River 
where passangers and veichles  could  pass Free 
without paying  anything whatever 
Charles Buffery had the Black Swan Hotel then  
where the punt  then daily use to go 
and John  Brooker  was the  man in charge 
then who  worked the punt  to and Fro 
as then  the Free punt  had no owners known then  
that the Bridge  company then  could Sue 
and by the  heavy  loss in Tolls  and Traffic now  
to stop  the punt they  did everything they  knew  
I was Engaged to attend at the punt daily then  
and keep account of all the  Traffic done 
on the  very  day that it first  started there from 
Six in the mornings to the setting of the Sun 
I was Employed there for about three months time  
and the  Traffic there  Came to a good  amount 
when a case  was  raised  against Mr. John Holloway 
then for the  whole of the  Said account 
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I had to go to Sydney to attend the Supreme Court  
as then was to be finely settled there 
it was then a very coastly  Journey by the road 
but the Bridge company paid my fare 
John Holloway of Gobagumblan was the defendant  
by a Boat he had given for the punts use 
to carry passangers with  his name painted on it 
the proof of which the Company will produce 
John Leemon Toil Keeper and me were the witnesses  
so both of us then were down to Sydney Sent 
we were there on two  different  occations there 
but never Called as it was Settled by consent 
as Mr. Holloway found that he was left alone now  
to meet the Storm of all the peoples Bluff 
when they promised they would See him Safely 
through the Case and help to find the Stuff 
but he soon found out when he returned home  
that there was any amount of Simpthy  shown  
but not a shilling to him was ever offered here  
to pay the heavy coasts was ever known 
I may tell you now when we landed in Sydney 
first Sir William Denison was Governor then  
he was a very good and able Governor here  
and admired by Every class of men 
when he left to go home again to England 
he was Succeded then by Sir John Young  
who was the first  Governor to visit Wagga 
to Honor him all our Streets  with Flags were hung 
on his arival in the Town it was Intended then  
that we should here Give him a Royal Salute 
but as there were no artillery  guns up here then  
we had to use axle Boxes for a Substitue 
now George Planner was the man that  was apointed 
to attend  and fire off  the Shotts that  day 
he pluged up one end of the Boxes with wood  
then filled them up with Powder Stoped  with Clay 
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the Salute was fired off fairly well then but  
most of the axle Boxes  now were Burst 
as George had put the large Ends in the ground  
for Such a Blunder he got generally cursed 
as peices of the metal flew all round about  
it was fortunate that no one was struck 
as then the people were mostly  away from  
the spot when it happened only Just by Luck 
the Governors visit here was to see the Country in the 
Interior as he then for that was now Famed 
he went across the Country then to visit Laming flat  
as after him the Town of young was Named 
when his term of time Expired here as Governor  
he was Suceeded then by the Earl of Belmore 
who also paid a visit to Wagga Wagga Township  as  
his predecessor had done some years before 
when it was known  that the Governor was coming  
here Great preparations then were made 
there were three Grand Triumphal arches Built  
and lines of Flags across the Streets was spread  
there  was a company  of volunteers raised then  
Called the Garabaldia Mounted Guards 
composed of the best young horsemen here 
the honor of the Red uniform  their own  Rewards  
they met  the Governor at Alfred town and Escorted  
both the Earl and his Countess Safely here 
when the vice Royal party  Came now  in Sight of  
the Town the people then Gave a harty  Cheer 
the party went  round about to near the Bridge to  
meet the prosession and the Band to march  
through all the main streets  of the Town  and in  
procession to pass through every Royal arch 
the procession Came up Fitzmaurice Street  and then 
Baylis Street up to the Royal Hotel when 
here an adress was read to the Governor now  by 
Edward Mumford from the Working men 
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the Earl now  Said it Gave him  great pleasure  
to hear Such Sentiments to him read 
as every  man was  responsable  in his station  
wheather in Business matters or at his Trade  
at a meeting held that  night  it was decided  to  
Invite the Earl and the Countess of Belmore 
to a Ball and Supper by the citizens  of Wagga  
which was  held in G. Forsyths  Bonded Store 
the Invitation was gratiously accepted by them  
to attend the Social party  that  night   
as the citizens of all classes met together there  
both  the Earl and Countess  Seemed to Delight 
there was a Great Carobree of aborignals  held here 
near to  the Royal Hotel a night  before  going away  
where the Blackfellows & Jins Jumped and yelled and 
threw spears and Boomerangs in great Display   
as the Governor  and his Lady had been here some days 
now they  went  away  some other part  to See  
and the  weather  then  was realy Beautifuly fine  
for travelling about  as ever could  wished to be 
after the Excitement of the past  week  was over now  
the Royal arches and all decorations taken  down 
and the people  Settled to their  Several occupations  
of work again as usual in Country and Town 
there have been Several Governors Visited us since 
but  few Indeed  got Such a Great reception 
Lord Loftus came here and Sir Hercules Robertson too  
but  Lord  Carrington was quite  an Exception 
when it was known that  he was coming to Wagga Wagga 
there was Great  honour to him  to be paid 
as he was  Said to be a very  good  and able man  
and never  Seemed to be of anything afraid 
when he Landed  at the Railway station here there 
was a Guard of  honour waiting him  then 
a Company of the  Local Volunteers as Body  Guards  
and led by the Police as mounted men 
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a large procession of the citizens  followed to the 
Council Chamber where an adress was Read  
by Harry B. Fitzhardinge who was Mayor then  
and of the Town  Council then its Head 
the Governor resided with the Mayor for the Time  
that he was here when he visited many places 
the Hospital and the public and other Schools  
and Said he liked to see the young happy Faces  
about that time there started in the Town then an  
agitation to Form here a Fire Brigade 
Several meetings were held and a Committee formed  
to receive Subscriptions  and any further  aid 
when Sufficent money had now  been Collected for  
to purchase a Engine and some lengths of hose  
now a Call was made for men then as Volunteers  
so this the first  Brigade in Wagga arose 
Thomas Harrison was the first Captain here as  
he had been in a Sydney Brigade before 
he was also very fortunate  in getting  some men  
who had been Firemen in the days of yore 
when the Engine and all the appliances came up  
with some hundred feet of Canvas Hose 
the men were now  regularly put in practise 
and learned to know where Each conection goes  
the men were now  Each alloted to his own  station  
to be ready at any time that  they are called 
so there should be no delay in getting to  work  
by neglect  of that  of which  he was Installed  
but in time  it soon became quite  nessecary  so  
that Every Fireman himself should know 
how to fix all the  appliances on the Engine right 
from the Suction to delivery  where the Branches go  
now there  were  very regular  meetings  for Practise  
about twice a week  down at the Lagoon 
as there  was no other water here only the river and 
some private Wells which got  Empty very soon 
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She was a very good manual Engine and named  
the Murrumbidgee with  twelve on her Brakes 
she could send two streams of Water up over forty  feet  
and did good Service here and no mistake 
I was a member of the first Firebrigade here  
and remained in it for many years 
but it was all done then by Engine Work not 
by hyderents  and Reels as it now  appears 
the Wagga Brigade was very good at one time  
and to many competitions they went 
they won a prize of Six Gold Medals at Sydney 
for the Six men Engine practise Event 
which Sorely vexed the city and Suburban men there  
who were all then so very gaily dressed 
to see our team with only Blue Jumpers on 
come down from the Country do work the Best 
but Soon we got a Scheme for a Water Supply here  
to serve all purposes of the people in Town 
as there was a very good pressure in the Water pipes 
when the Water Works here were now Completed as  
the Engine here would no longer be required 
it was left  Standing useless in the Station  now  
like an old faithful Servant now  retired 
as the work  is done now  by the water  pressure 
through a Hyderent  with the Reel and Hose  
which is always  kept ever ready standing 
in the Station when  any call of Fire arose 
the first  Fire Station here was a wooden  Building  
which for years Served the purpose  well 
but one cold  winter  night  it caught  on fire there 
but how it started no one could ever tell 
the Engine and all the Firebrigade  appliances  as  
also the new  Fire Reel and all the Hose 
likewise the Bandsmens  Musical  Instruments also 
were destroyed and the mens uniform clothes 
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however very soon a new Fire Station  was Built here  
and New  apparatus soon again were got 
now the New Fire Station is a fine Brick Building 
and it stands in a most central spot 
I may mention that for years here there was no Lights then  
at Night and the streets then were very dark 
but soon the Gass works  was Established here for good 
by a private gentleman named Mr. Wark 
when the Gass works  were Built and fairly started  
and in the streets the Gass mains were laid 
now to light  the streets  of the Town  with Gass an  
offer to the Council by Mr. Wark was now  made 
to Erect Lamp posts in streets and light  with Gass 
at so much Each Lamp throughout the year 
therefore they soon came to some agreement as now  
the only lamps of Kerosine soon did dissapear 
after sometime the Council purchased the Gass work 
upon terms that  were on mutually  agreed 
to pay the lntrest  and Capital off in time too   
of which  now  they must be nearly freed 
I must not forget to mention the Earthquake Shock  
that took place here on a fine Summer day 
I mind well it occured Just after the dinner hour 
as I thought it was horse Team had run away 
I was returning to my work from Newtown then  
and near to the Bridge across the Lagoon 
it was then that  I first  knew  what  it was as the 
Cealings of the Court house had fallen down  
there were many people  who had been frightned  
by the Severe and Suddeness of the shock 
when I returned to  my home that  Evening my Wife 
told me about  how  the house Shook at two Oclock  
it caused Cracks in many  Buildings in the Town  
among others  it Showed in the Mechanics Institute  
as it Cracked  the  front wall of that  Building so  
which no one here then could ever try dispute 
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I remember when the first Masons Lodge here was  
opened in the Town of Wagga Wagga quite well 
it was held in the large Billard Room of 
Mr. Whitehands Newtown Royal Hotel 
there was not very many members there at first  
when the Lodge was formed up here 
but Soon they Increased their membership 
in the course of two or three year 
and Soon they Built their new Masonic Hall in 
Fitzmaurice Street where it still stands 
altho now it is altered to the name of the Odd  
Fellows Hall Since it has changed hands 
as this Society Called the Manchester  Unity  of 
Odd Fellows here is now so very strong 
they are by far the leading Benefit Society in   
this district and are yearly going along 
for by their United Order of adult members here  
they also have a Juvenile Lodge as well 
which materialy strengthens  the order and will 
tn time Greatly assist their ranks to Swell 
there is also here a Lodge of the lndependant Order  
of Odd Fellows but as yet here only new 
in Comparison  to Manchester  Unitys  Establishment 
therefore is Members  as yet are only Few 
there is also a Lodge of the Ancient  Foresters here  
which I think  are now  doing fairly  well 
as they  also have here a very good number  of members 
but about their Benefits  its little  I Can Tell 
there is a Lodge of the protestant Benefit  Society  also  
which has long been Established  in the Town here 
of which  I myself  am Still a member  from  the Start  
and that  is now  very close upon thirty years 
but I am truly sorrow  to say at the present  time  it 
does not  now muster  up so very many  Strong 
as most of the members who Joined the  Society  first  
are old now and very many are Dead and Gone 
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there is also still for the Town  and District held  
the regular meetings of the old L.O.Lodge 
of which  being myself  an old member of the Order  
I always try to attend and never yet did Grudge  
Some year ago the Lodge here was very strong then  
tho of late the Members have fell away 
but in time it will Gather up in strength  again 
and cause a new and fresh display 
as the Order was formed to guard and maintain Liberty 
of our religion and all our civil Laws   
and to assist the King being our lawful Soverign  
to uphold the true protestant Cause 
we wish to give freedom of worship to all Sections 
of the human race be they Black or White 
as we have no right to be the Judge of others  
but God will maintain the Right 
there is also a Branch of H.A.C.B. Society here 
but about that order I have very little  to Say  
only I know  it has a fairly  good membership 
as we See them out to Celebrate on St. patricks day  
first when the Volunteer Force was formed in Wagga  
with H.B. Fitzhardinge in Command 
he was chosen to be the first Captain as he had 
been formerly  in the Service I understand 
George Sheppard was appointed first Lieutennent  
and proved to be a very good and able man 
the full  Strength of the company  at that  time 
was about  Sixty  men Ef esent  Every One 
about that time the Egyptian  War broke out  when  
the Call for Voulenteers was  made here 
when Eight young  men of the Wagga company 
from this Town at once did Voulenteer 
the Eight men lef t Town to go to Sydney then  
but when  they  were Called up for review 
there was only  Six of them appeared to answer  as 
the others  were two Brothers who  Seemed to rue 
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I mind the named of Bennett Baylis and Chislom and 
Ferguson Bruce was the name of the Brothers 
but altho I knew  Every one of the men quite well  
yet 1 cannot remember  the names of the others  
however  I am very pleased to Say they all returned  
Safely here again after the War was done 
and they got a Grand reception in the Town  on 
the occation  of their Safe returning home  
about this time the first  Civilian Rifle Club of  
Wagga was duly formed then up here 
when Each member on being Elected was to 
pay his Subscription of one pound a year 
the first chosen as Captain was Dr. Thomas Hillas  
and he proved to be a very Enerjetic man 
as he always used his very best Endeavours not 
to show favours to any Single one 
at f1rst start ng the Rifles used were Enfields  
and they were the old fassioned  mussle loaders 
but after a time the Goverment  lent us Henry Rifles  
as the army now were Supplied  with others 
by the Kindness of the Captain of the  Volunteers 
we got permission  now their Targets to use 
and Every Saturday afternoon use regularly  to meet  
for practise or Send in Some valid Excuse 
the amunition was Supplied through Goverment 
to us at little  more than the coast price  
however at the time of the Clubs first starting  
about the cost of Cartriges  we were not too nice 
then we Soon f ound  out we Could Get Supplied  with 
the new Martina  Henry  Rifles then quite  new 
at the Coast of Four Pounds  for Each Single  Rifle  
and the Goverment also lent us then a Few 
the Club soon got strong now in membership 
and numbered  now  about  three Dozen 
amongst them  there were Several ver y good Shots  
from which our match  Teams were  always Chosen 
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the Volunteers and the Rifle Club then often had a  
friendly match  on the Range with one another 
with ten men chosen on the different Sides but  
a good deal depended always on the Weather 
however at all our regular weekly  meetings to practise 
there were always  two prizes to be won 
also a handi Cap was Given that  could be added on  
which Gave an Equal chance to every one 
the first  prize was value Ten Shillings the Second Five 
Each shooting counted up at the quarter.s End 
so Every member was Sure to do his level Best to  
to win the quarterly  prize you may depend 
there were also some valuable Trophies Given anually 
among others  was the Chisolm Gold Cup 
for which  I with several others got a leg in for it  
but William Daley won it at the finish up 
it was valued then at Forty pounds Sterling 
he was only but one point  ahead of me 
but he very well deserved to win that Trophy  as  
a very regular and good shot  was he 
I  have  won many good prizes of  money value 
and Captain Wm Orr.s Silver Trophy  also I won 
but the Silver Cup given by Mr. Charles Hardy  to be  
shot for was won  by a comerade old Robert Dunn 
I retired from the Club some few years ago on  
account of age and through declining years 
but there are two of my sons still  in the Rifle Club  
and also three  are with the Volunteers 
now after many  years of Expetation the 
Railway at last is comming very near 
as it is now opened up to Bowman Station  
and Soon will  cross the River here 
there is to be a Tempory Bridge across  the 
River until the new Iron Bridge is made 
also a Great  wooden Viduct  to be Erected to 
Join the Bridge for the permenent Trade 
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there was a Great many Buildings Erected 
at Bowman now  of Hotels and stores  
as many thought it  would remain there  
they Built dwelling houses some Scores  
but Soon the Tempory  line was laid down  
also a Bridge made across the River here 
so that  the Train could come to Wagga Wagga  
where it now does every day appear 
with goods for the stores and stations 
and also at times  comes a passanger Train  
but it was better for Cab drivers trade then  
while at Bowman the station did remain  
also the Stores there did a very fair Trade  
and so did most  of the Hotels at the time  
that it lasted as a Town  and the Terminus 
but like its Sudden Starting so was its decline 
in about two years the line was opened  
through to Wagga Wagga now  Complete so  
therefore the new Township of Bowman  
now as Suddently  met its Entire defeat 
the new  Iron Bridge is a very noble structure 
and its  coast  was over forty  thousand Pounds  
it was Built on Great Cast Iron Cylinders  and  
Sunk down very deep to find the solid Ground 
Some went over a hundred feet deep in the River 
until they  came down upon the  Solid Rock 
and were then  filled up full of  Concrette 
to withstand the Flood waters mighty shock  
as the  first  Tempory Bridge that  was Built  
was destroyed by the first  rise of the river 
but the new Iron Bridge now Just  Completed  
looks as if it would be able to stand for Ever  
as it stands so very high  above the river here  
about fifteen feet  above the solid Land 
and is Strongly braced  with Iron lattice work 
so that  all Floods to Come it might  withstand . 
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when the Railway  was  fairly  finished here 
it made Great changes  about this Town 
as the Carriage of all sorts of Merchandice  
was cheaper So the prices now  Came down  
now the population got Greater about here  
and all Business then took  a fresh start 
as many new  Settlers  took up Lands here now  
with Famlies from  almost  Every part 
the Railway  kept on making up to Albury  
which then  was Called the Fedral City 
that being the End of the New  South Wales line  
and on the Victorian  line then there was a duty  
which caused much Vexsus Trouble there then  
to Travellers going or comming  Either way 
as all their Luggage had to be Examined there  
by customs  officers  and the duty  was to pay  
but after many years of those Troubles 
there was some sort of an agreement  made 
to remove the customs  officers from  Albury  and  
have a fair advelorm  duty yearly paid 
at that  time the Victorian  Railway  only Came to  
wodonga  nearly two miles by road apart 
from the Station at Albury  on the  wodonga  but  
not the rails are laid to and from  Each part 
but still there is a difference of the Gauges of  
the rails of the N.S.W. and the Victorian lines  
whereby all goods and passangers  now  have to  
change for Each colony  at a Great loss of times  
but that  difficulty  will in time  be altered 
if they  could  only find  out some proper  way 
or lay down one addissonal rail on Each line 
all through both  N.S.W. and the  Victorian Railway 
now about that  time  I was appointed  by the  
Municipal Council here to be nusiance Inspector  
for the Town and all the Borough of Wagga and 
also to be the Councils  Generally only Pit Collector 
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I had to visit the slaughter houses in Town 
to See the Brands of what  animals was killed  
also Get awritten notice  from them daily to  
See that all Sanatary conditions were fulfilled  
I had to sease all Straying animals on streets 
and drive them both  Horses and Cattle  to the pound 
then to Summons  to Court all their owners  as  
Soon as their names and adress could be found  
another very troublesome matter  then use to be  
to See that  every Veichle Carried two Lights  
always after  Sundown in the streets  of Town  
which kept me very Bussey often  late at nights 
I had to See that water closets were all kept clean  
and the night  mens work  done in proper times  
between twelve at night and four in the morning or  
they would have to Suffer by very heavy  fines 
there were then two  men contractors as night  men 
one named Ben Collis the other  was old Joe McCarthy  
in those days they  were called cess pits  & very deep so 
Generally there were three or four men in the Party 
at that  time  a Contract was Given to a man to Burry  
all dead animals  as cats dogs fowls pigs or goats  
found lying  about in the streets  and back  Lanes  
which on Several occations caused  Evil thoughts 
as it Soon became  a regular custom daily to see  
many Cats and dogs lying  dead in many  places 
that had been posined  by Some Cowardly wretch of 
which the Council  nor police could  get any Trace  
but when the  Contractors time  Expired then  
another agreement now  the  Council made 
Instead of paying for Each Single animal a 
fixed Sum was  agreed upon to Burry all the dead  
now there  were  much  less animals  here poisoned  
therefore very  few  dead animals  were  Seen about  
which gave strong proof  to my suspictions 
that it was never quite  clearly  found out 

THE END 




